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The University of New Mexico

SU

FACUL
SE A
E
MARIZED MEETING
I
January 23, 2001

The Faculty Senate meeting for January 23, 2001, was called to order at 3:40 p.m ., in the College of
Nursing Auditorium. Senator Byron Lindsey (Foreign Language & Literatures) of the Senate Operations
Committee presided.

Senators present: Geoffrey Batchen (Art & Art History), Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering), Richard
Cripps (Biology), Julie Depree (Valencia), Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Barbara
Fricke (Pathology), Jan Gamradt (Individual Family & Community Education), Karen Heller (Individual
Family & Community Education), Gail Houston (English), Kathleen Keating (General Library), Loren
Ketai (Radiology), Byron Lindsey (Foreign Language & Literatures), Katrina Magee (Dental Hygiene),
Paul Mann (Pharmacy), Nathalie Martin (Law), Andrew Meholic (Radiology), Jill Morford (Linguistics) ,
Scott Ness (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology), Leslie Oakes (Anderson Schools of Management),
Peter Pabisch (Foreign Language & Literatures), John Panitz (Physics & Astronomy), J. David Pitcher
(Orthopaedics), James Porter (Anderson Schools of Management), Virginia Shipman (Individual Family
& Community Education), Meggan Smelser (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Pauline Turner (Individual Family
& Community Education), Judy Voelz (Internal Medicine), Sandra Whisler (Pediatrics), Teresa Wilkins
(Gallup), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology)
Senators absent: Beth Bailey (American Studies), Teresa Cordova (Architecture & Planning), Nina
Fonoroff (Media Arts), Jeffrey Griffith (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology), Mazan Jamal (Internal
Medicine), Ronald Reichel (University Honors), Mario Rivera (Public Administration), Craig Timm
(Internal Medicine), Aladdin Yaqub (Philosophy)
Excused absences: Dorothy Baca (Theatre & Dance), Connie Casebolt (Gallup), Ellen Cosgrove
(Internal Medicine), Helen Damico (English), David Dunaway (English), John Geissman (Earth &
Planetary Sciences), George Luger (Computer Science), Judy Maloof (Spanis~ & Portuguese), Leslie
McFadden (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Carolyn Milligan (Gallup), Eric Nuttall (Cheryiical & Nuclear
Engineering), John Roberts (Sociology), Sally Ruybal (Nursing), Harriet Smith (Obstetrics &
Gynecology), Richard Waterman (Political Science)
Guests present: Richard Von Dongen (Education), Andrea Vierra (Education), Nancy Uscher (Acade~ic
Affairs), Richard Holder (Academic Affairs), Todd Seidler (Physical Pe~ormanc~ & Development~. David
Scott (Physical Performance & Development), Judith Ponticell (Education), Danita Gomez (Evening &
Weekend Degree Programs & Education)
1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to approve the agenda was seconded and adopted by unanimous voice vote of the
Senate.

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR NOVEMBER 28, 2000
The summarized minutes for the November 28, 2000, meeting were adopted by unanimous voice
vote of the Senate.

3.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
President William Gordon reported that some rethinking needs to be ~one due to r~ent cha~ges
in the Legislature, and that it is a good time for everyone to tal_k to l_eg1slators regarding salane~, .
compensation increases, and other issues important to th~ University. He a~ded that ~e feels 1t 1s
important that legislators are truly aware of the issues facing UNM. Information regarding events
at the Legislature will be on the web page.
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He expressed. his pleasure with the Legislative Finance Committee's support to the CHE
recommendat10~ _for the ~% salary and compensation increase. The Committee also agreed with
the CHE on a ~uItIon credit. The Committee supported one of the adjustments to the funding
formula and did not support the other. The Governor's Office has recommended a 3.5% increase
in salary and compensation for higher education and a 7% tuition credit. The Governor has had no
recommendation for the two formula adjustments. A lump sum amount has been added to UNM's
appropriation. It is unspecified. President Gordon is attempting to find out where it comes from
and felt that it may be from the Governor in an effort to give UNM more freedom in how UNM
spends the appropriation. This is not clear at present. He again expressed that it is critical for
everyone to make sure our legislators know where we stand with salary and compensation and
what a critical time it is for UNM to retain faculty.
A handout entitled University of New Mexico Legislative Request FY 2001-02 Summary of
Request and Recommendations was available. President Gordon said he would not go through
the remaining items on suggested appropriations but that senators should read them. He added
that the medical school is not on a formula as is main campus. The adjustments to the budget for
the medical school tend to come out of appropriation or bills with appropriations attached that take
their base and adjust it for specific purposes. Therefore, individual bills that are still to be
addressed may affect the medical school. He asked everyone to keep that in mind when reading
over the suggested appropriations.
The meeting with the Senate Finance Committee to go through the suggested appropriations is
scheduled for February 1 with a meeting one week later with the House Appropriations Finance
Committee.
President Gordon reported that UNM does not only depend on appropriations for funding. The
focus has been on private support for faculty as well as development of quality in academic
programs. A major reorganization of the development effort on campus took place a couple of
years ago. There had never been a full complement of development officers in the colleges. That
has been done. More money has been reserved within the development operation for marketing
purposes and in outreach to identify people. Last fiscal year UNM brought in a total of $31.4
million in private funding. That was increase of 36% over what UNM had done in the academic
year 1997-98 before the reorganization. This money is often restricted or earmarked and therefore
appears to be lost. In some cases it has been found in only some colleges. Examples of this type
of funding are: a couple of years ago School of Architecture & Planning received a lump sum of
$2.5 million to form a trust; in three years there has been a 208% increase in giving to the
Anderson Schools of Management; and, there has been a ~70%_ increase_ in givin~ t? the La~
School. Some of the money is also often earmarked for things ~1ke athl~t1cs, a building, particular
scholarships, etc. Focus in the last year and a half are mechanisms to increase the amount of
unrestricted funds given to UNM that can be dedicated to academic programs and faculty support.
President Gordon explained that a few years ago UNM established the Academic Excellence
Endowment and the Academic Excellence Fund. The endowment has been growing and spins off
a certain amount of money each year. Additionally, money that comes into the A~den:1ic
Excellence Fund are spendable amounts in the years they ~re do~ated. Th~ pla~ rs to increase
that money in significant ways over the next year or so and in part1cula~ dunng th1~ y~ar._ The goal
is to take a substantial amount of money every year from priva~e donat_1ons and give 1t directly to
the Provost in an unrestricted form, with the only parameter being that rt be used for support of
faculty or direct support of academic programs.
President Gordon reported that this year the President's Club has been yery successful.
Individuals in the community agree to donate $5000 annually to UNM with at least half of that
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going to unrestricted funding and the rest going into the Academic Excellence Fund. So far this
year, that fund has 21 new members and $115,000 to $200,000 has been collected. The goal by
summer is to have 40 members in the Club and to accumulate from $250,000 and $300 000. The
idea is to have part of it go into the Endowment and part of it go into the companion spe~ding fund.
Last year the allocation to the Provost's office was around $130,000. The goal within the next two
years is to be able to give, on an annual basis, around $350,000 per year directly to the Provost's
office. This would supplement those things we can not do with legislative appropriations. Two
focus areas then, in terms of private giving, are unrestricted funds to support the academic
excellence on campus and to support endowed chairs. This would not only to allow UNM to attract
exceptional people to the campus but to grow the number of tenure track faculty. A handout in this
regard will be provided at a future senate meeting.
Senator Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Community Education) asked what the Special
Projects priorities at the legislature were for this year. President Gordon said Disabled Student
Services, Toxic Emergency Response Program, Manufacturing Engineering Program, Staff
Expansion, Judicial Education Center, BBER Census Project, Pediatric Pulmonary Program
Outreach, Latin American Database, Youth Children's Health Center and Behavioral Services, and
Morrisey Hall are the priorities.
Clarification regarding whether money from Academic Excellence figures into next years formula
was requested. President Gordon said most of the money has gone into stipends for faculty,
particularly faculty that have been involved in certain academic programs that UNM is trying to
build, as well as support for projects like the pilot program on freshmen seminars and now the
freshman learning center. In some cases, faculty salaries are being increased by this in stipend
form so as not to create a further differential in the funding formula versus what the legislature
actually appropriates. It may become possible at some point to use some of that money for
ongoing recurring increases in faculty salaries.
President Gordon added information on growth in full time non-tenure track faculty which he had
reported on at a previous faculty senate meeting. He found that there was a false blip in the curve
because about three years ago UNM's Institutional Research Office began to count post doctorates
as full time non-tenure track faculty. All of the increase he had reported on was in post doctorates
and they are supported by other funds.

4.

PROVOST'S REPORT
In follow up to President Gordon's report, Provost Foster mentioned that with regard to Academic
Excellence and other private funds, that he felt it would be useful to have an extended discussion
about how they fit into UNM's budgeted activities and financial plannin~ .. Those funds have been
uSed in seeding programs rather than recurring funds. He suggested g1v1~g the Faculty ~enate
information on the state of academic affairs. Discussions are currently being held regarding a
format that would be useful.
An appointment for Vice Provost for Research has been m~de. -r:erry :~tes is a professor of
Biology at UNM, currently in Washington at the NSF. He will ~1~ off1c1~lly at U~M on July 1,
2001. In the interim John Mciver, chair of Department of Physics, 1s serving as Vice Provost.
Provost Foster reported on a retreat held last week. It included a large number of people from the
management system (procedures and systems that are used to g~t things don~ at UN~) fro~ m~in
campus and several members from the branch campuses regarding restructunng relat1onsh1ps ~th
the branch campuses. The instructional deans of the branches ~re now members of the Coun~~I of
Deans. Branch Directors are now part of the Provost's staff. This retreat has been a very pos1t1ve
step towards integrating the branches and main campus.
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The last Strategic Planning Forum is scheduled for January 24, 2001, and the summary of the
discussions of the first set of forums is on the Strategic Planning web site. Provost Foster asked
for input of any kind and encouraged everyone to read about what has been discussed thus far. A
couple of examples of very important things that have come out of the discussions are that the
library was never mentioned in any of the 19 reports, and that there was never any mention of the
intellectual climate on campus. He urged everyone to stay interested and keep giving feedback.
Senator Peter Pabisch (Foreign Language & Literatures) asked Provost Foster to comment further
on the relationship of the branch campus issues. Provost Foster said there was a lot of concern
about the business systems like Human Resources and other operational issues. For example
staff tuition at branches and main campus are different. Also, curriculum articulation issues having
to do with things like students transferring from branches and, being able to do so without
problems, was a concern. Senator Pabisch asked if Provost Foster felt that the branches seemed
to think they were more connected after the retreat. Provost Foster said he felt they did. He also
felt there is an analogy of the branch campuses to main campus and that they only wanted the
maximum benefits of being part of UNM and at the same time have maximum autonomy. He
thought that was the human condition and the branches were only wanting what everyone else
does. Senator Pabisch then asked if there would be more retreats as a follow up. Provost Foster
said there would be because they are a great resource.
Senator Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Community Education) asked if there had been
discussion with the branches about the large number of part-time faculty as opposed to the small
number of tenure track faculty. Provost Foster had to leave the retreat before it was over. He
therefore felt it had been discussed but indicated it had not while he was present.
Senator Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) said that a major concern that has
been expressed to faculty in AAUP on main campus is that there are tenure track hires, particularly
at Gallup, but faculty are expected to teach 15 hours per semester. The usual criteria for tenure
are very hard to maintain, and there has been a great deal of concern regarding this. She asked if
that issue had been addressed. Provost Foster said yes and that it is a very complicated question.
He suggested that a conversation about the branches would be a very good thing to have with the
Faculty Senate. He added that the branch structure is basically as a community college with a
local funding base and local advisory board. It is a similar kind of issue as the medical school and
presents similar challenges because of the unusual structure.

5.

SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
There was no Senate President's Report due to President Geissman's absence. He was in China
and Vietnam for field work.

6.

APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FACULTY APPOINTMENTS TO 2000-01 COMMITTEES
A motion to approve faculty appointments to 2000-01 committees was ~nded and approved by
unanimous voice vote of the Senate. The following are the approved appointees:

Campus Planning - Thomas M. Williams (Pathology)- Term Ends 2002

7.

APPROVAL OF FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
After brief clarification, the following Forms C were approved unanimously by the Faculty Senate:
Revision of AA in Education-Valencia Campus
.
.
Revision of Concentration in Educational Psychology-Individual Family & Community Education
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Rev~s~on of PhD Empha~is Sport Adn:,i~istr~tion-~i~i~ion of Physical Performance & Development
RevIsIon of MS Emphasis Sport Adm1mstrat1on-D1v1s1on of Physical Performance & Development

8.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
Senator Byron Lindsey (Foreign Language & Literatures) reported that nominations for two new
members of the Senate Operations Committee were made by President John Geissman and
himself. The prospective new members accepted the nominations. A motion to approve with a
second and subsequent unanimous vote resulted in new Senate Operations Committee members
Kathleen Keating (General Library) and Gail Houston (English).
The draft resolution that follows was prepared by Staff Council and available as a handout.
UNM Staff Council and UNM Faculty Senate
University of New Mexico
Resolution 2001Presented to UNM Staff Council, Tuesday January 23, 2001 and to the UNM
Faculty Senate
Tuesday, January 23, 2001.
SPONSOR: UNM Faculty Staff Benefits Committee
Author: UNM Staff Council Executive Committee
WHEREAS: In today's high technology world, education remains a shared
human interaction with knowledge and thought, and
WHEREAS student success is highly dependent on the quality of the Faculty
and Staff, and
WHEREAS comparative data clearly show that the Faculty and Staff at all
New Mexico colleges and universities are, at a minimum, paid 12 % less than
their peers, and
WHEREAS each year higher education institutions are less able to recruit, hire
and retain quality Faculty and Staff, and
WHEREAS this threatens Faculty and Staff quality, thereby jeopardizing student
success, and
WHEREAS the Faculty and Staff of the University of New Mexico have
continued to serve the University professionally for which they are not
adequately compensated, and
WHEREAS Faculty and Staff have proven themselves integral to the mission of
the University, and
.
.
WHEREAS the New Mexico Legislature has, in the past, proposed d1ffenng
salary increases for Faculty and Staff,
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the University of New Mexico Faculty
Senate and the University of New Mexico Staff Council endorse the University of
New Mexico's administration in their efforts to maintain parity between Faculty
and Staff salaries* at the University of New Mexico, with regard to legislative
salary increases from the 2001 New Mexico state legislative session.
During discussion of the resolution, a motion was made to table the iss~e until _the next_meeting. A
second was made and a vote taken. There were 16 in favor of not tabling the issue, 6 in favor of
tabling until the next meeting and 1 abstention. After much di~ussion regarding the lateness in
receiving the resolution and the inability to discuss passage with colleagues whom senators
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represent, the resolution passed with one change in the last sentence. The change was approved
by senate vote. *The last sentence was changed to read:
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the University of New Mexico Faculty
Senate and the University of New Mexico Staff Council endorse the University of
New Mexico's administration in their efforts to maintain parity between Faculty
and Staff salary increases at the University of New Mexico, with regard to
legislative salary increases from the 2001 New Mexico state legislative session.
A motion and second to endorse the resolution was given. Vote results were 21 for endorsing the
resolution, 0 against, and 3 abstaining.
Senator Byron Lindsey (Foreign Language & Literatures) expressed his surprise at coming away
from one of the Strategic Planning Forums with a positive outlook about how the process is
working. He encouraged everyone to take part in the process. He also recommended that the
shortened version of the working reports which appeared in the Campus News was informative and
helpful in understanding the issues.
Senator Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) announced that with regard to
President Gordon's and Provost Foster's comments, the Government Relations Committee would
have an e-mail on the allfac list Wednesday. The Faculty Senate web site will have contact
information with addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses for legislators. Also included
will be information for contacting county clerks to determine in what districts senators live. She
encouraged everyone to contact legislators and to encourage colleagues to contact them as well.
She noted that issues to discuss with legislators include compensation, using some of the surplus
in the state for non-recurring funds to place in maintenance for the institutions of higher education.
Deferred maintenance in higher education throughout the state has approached $1 billion. UNM
has the largest share of that deferred maintenance at over $200 million.
Senator Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering) indicated that the elimination of three
sports in athletics last semester should be discussed. He also wanted to alert everyone to a
significant event taking place in a couple of weeks. There will be a survey of students _regarding
their interest in sports. He noted that it will be interesting to see what the results are with regard to
Title IX. It may have some affect on regaining the sports that were eliminated last semester. He
asked everyone to discuss this with colleagues. Senator Byron Lindsey reported that Athletics
would be an agenda item.

9.

ADJOURNMENT
The Faculty Senate meeting for January 23, 2001, was adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
Approved by:

~submitted by:

~40~~

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary

DonnaHo~
Administrative Assistant II
Office of the Secretary
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The University of New Mexico
SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE
107 Humanities Building
Albuquerque, NM 8713 l
Telephone (505) 277-2334

DATE:

February 9, 2001

TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM: tKenneth D. Frandsen, Chair, Senate Graduate Committee
RE:

Awarding of Posthumous Degree
The Senate Graduate Committee reviewed and voted unanimously to
support the enclosed petition from the School of Public Administration to
award the degree Master of Public Administration posthumously to Jeff
Revels who passed away on November 20, 2000.
Mr. Revels received a BUS degree from UNM in May of 1995 and was
admitted to the Public Administration program in Fall 1996. He had
completed thirty-nine of the 42-hour MPA program with a cumulative
GPA of3.97. Mr. Revels passed his master's comprehensive
examination; the sole requirement left for completion of all degree
requirements was a professional paper.

Thank you for your consideration of our request.
Enclosure
cc:

T. Zane Reeves

(j)

II

RECEIVED
NOV 162000

i

The Universityof New Mexico

GRADUATE OFFICE

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

School of Public Administration
Albuquerque, NM87131-1216
Telephone (505) 277-3312
FAX (505) 277-2529

Memorandum
To:

0194
NEW APPOINTMENTS TO COMMITTEES
(for approval by Facuity Senate)
FEBRUARY 27, 2001
CURRICULA
EricToolson (Biology) .....Term 2000-2002

Ken Fransen, Chair,Senate Graduate Committee
Mariana Ibanez,SGC Coordinator
From:
Director,Public Administration
Date: 11/16/00
Re: Award of degree posthumously

CC:

eReeves,

Iam requesting permission to award the Master of Public Administration (MPA)
posthumously to Jeff Revels, who died on November 11 2000 of aheart attack. Jeff
first entered the MPAprogram in 1996 and had worked diligently to complete all
course requirements for the degree.His only remaining degree requirement was the
completion of aprofessional paper (non-thesis). Jeff: age 47, was along time lea?er
in the Depressive, Manic Depressive Association (DMDA) in New Mexico and his
completion of an MPAdegree represented an important personal and professional
goal. .
.
If approved,the MPAdegree would be awarded at the May 2001 commencement or
the School of Public Administration.Thank you for your consideration.

-
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DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

FORMC
CIP CODE

Date:_ _J_u_n_e_2_5_,_2_0_0_0_·_ _ __

Karen Heller,

Ph.D., R.O.

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

Assigned by
Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

Coordinator, Nutrition Program
(Tille. position, telephone number)

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean ot Library Services (if neccessary)
2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4 . College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
l)
0

Department proposing change I

<

Program to be changed

I
I

This form is for

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

0
0

Nu t r i t i O n / D i e t e t i c s

Delete:

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s)

30 5 - 3 0 8

Mark appropriate category

Cl

REVISION OF:

. NEW:

0

ype

'

Undergraduate
degree only

0
0
0
0
0

Major
Minor
Concentration
..
Certificate
Emphasis

0
0
0

o·

Department

■

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Change number:
Change number
& name:
Change name:
Minor changes:

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
1

•

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college : ~ ,
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
:~ ;

:o

SEE ATTACHED

I Ill

:!0
I

:_,
I
I

Reason(s) for. Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

SEE ATTACHED
library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name ~f in_dividual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budget~ry and Faculty L_o ad l~p~1~at1ons (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
~oes this change affect in a s1g~1ftcant w_ay, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes_ No.-!· yes ,_have you resolved these issues with departmenVbranch involved? _ _ _ _ _ (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:
F 1l
, 20 0 1

:
:
:t
,~
: ::
: c.

C

-

ocr-·-·-:'I

.~

---- ,
.~/
--- :I
Date.~ ,
Date: ~
-

College or School Dean/Director of Instruction

Date:

/ri·7' .r71"\...,,v

FSGraduateCommittee ~ l
i tapp
• l
?- --,.T7"~-----Fs Cu rncu
· 1a c omm1ttee
.
n
·
· ,,,,
~~
~
....,
Assoc. Provost for Acade ·c Affair
Faculty Senate

0 THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

~ - - - - - - - ~~
=~
o-,

CIRT (If necessary)_---:=--------,,=~---,
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)
--;;~:-"--------C II
o ege or School Faculty (If necessary)
;/ / }

.

New courses:
Nutr 427 Medical Nutrition Therapy I
Nutr 411 Research Seminar in Nutrition
Add: Mgt 113 Management: An Intro
Restricted elective lists
ew number:
Nutr 321 L Quantity Food Production for Nutr 286L
New name and number:
Nutr 322 Management in Dietetics for Nutr 287
New name:
Nutr 428 Medical Nutrition Therapy II
Minor changes to:
Nutr 330L semester offered-spring
Nutr 424 and 406 offered alternate years
Nutr 330L, 345,445,406 prerequisite changes

Q T.Hf COMMITTEE RECOMMCNDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .

R~~ir";j -·-·oepa-~e~t-ctia·irpe~oo·-;--j,7.~-:_t;f'. 1;. ·n~tr/'\-·-:
----~~~--·-· -·-·--.-~·~c·
Signatures:
b
- ~ "'1"
·v,·- I r--·
\ ,.....
Date.
/
Dean of Library Services (If necessary) ~~~a:Y✓,.C: : @V'.,:__.
Date: ; / / "!iLi!.t---- :
0

Nutr287
Nutr 428
Nutr 330L, 424, 406, 445

Il. Summary of new program requirements with proposed changes:

I
I

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

Chem 122L
Nurs 239, 240
Nutr 429L
Ed Psy 303
I-I Ed 471
Nutr 286L

•

I
I
I

~ r--;rr----------

ii},

c,L-0 otJ
Approval·

.

Date.
Date: _L_J...,~,-,.--;-,

rl

Date: _:JI.,~~,
,;
Date: _ _ _ _ : - - - - :

~u ty'~=---:--~----------------Senate Curricula Committee Ch3ir

Oate.l.u n e 2 3 , 2 OO0

• Limit to Q.!lC page only
* Unit prei: ares/submits
with Forr, CID

A. Summary of previous program requirements to be changed:

Name of New or Existing Program

- ·- ·-·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·-·-·- ·- ·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·- i
Degree ____B-'.~S~._

et e t i c s

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program

Nu t r i t i o n / D i

Individual initiating change Kare n He l l er
Ph . D .
R.D.
Coordinator, Nutrition Program

I ndiv. Famil y and Community Ed/COEd
(Department/Div,slon/Program/Branch)

n d i v i c u a l , F am i l y & Com mu n i t y Ed .

Cl

1
I
I

Dale

-----------------~sr.-------- ~
r
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Form C
Compariso
. n of Current Curriculum with Suggested Changes
Reasons for Requested Curriculum Revisions to B.S. Degree in
Nutrition/Dietetics
The B.S . degree in Nutrition/Dietetics has been offered by the College of Education since 1986.
Prior to that time students completed the nutrition curriculum under the Home
.
Economics/Family Studies Program. The program was granted approval by the Amencan
Dietetic Association in 1978. In 1999 the curriculum was revised to meet UNM Core
Curriculum requirements.
The Nutrition/Dietetics faculty has chosen to pursue accreditation status for the undergraduate
program, termed the Didactic Program in Dietetics (DPD). Compl~tion of a DPD program .

accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Dietetic Educat10n (CADE) of the Amencan
Dietetic Association (ADA) is the only route available to students wishing to apply to supervised
practice programs (dietetic internships). Students must complete a supervised practice
experience in order to write the examination to become a registered dietitian (RD). To offer a
bachelor's degree that is not accredited by CADE/ADA would not serve interests of students,
because most career options in the field of nutrition require the RD credential. If we choose nonaccreditation status for our undergraduate degree, students wishing to pursue the RD credential
would need to complete additional bachelor's-level course work at another institution in order to
apply to supervised practice.

Requirements:
Nutrition Courses
Biology/Chemistry Courses
Math/English
Social & Behavioral Sciences
Humanities
Second Language

Fine Arts
Other required
Electives-upper division
Electives
Restricted electives
Total Program Hours
Hours 300-400 level

Current Program
Credit Hours
37

40

28

24

15
6
6

15

In 1999 the program was granted developmental accreditation status. To be eligible for full
The curriculum revisions proposed here are to bring our program into compliance with current
F01mdation Knowledge and Skills in the Standards of Education put forth by CADE/ADA. .
These Foundation Knowledge and Skills are presented as Attachment 1. Attachment 2 is a hS t of
the (old) knowledge requirements that are the basis for our current curriculum. 'There are only
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Rationale for Changes
New Courses
Nutr 427 Medical Nutrition Therapy I Medical Nutrition Therapy (MNT) II (see below) will

This new course, along with the Nutr 428 h'

accreditation, it is necessary to revise the curriculum as proposed in this document.

New Program
Credit Hours

b. t matter in depth Student, instructor,

Provide opportunity for students to pursue_ t is su ~ec 1
·nput all s~ggest students need more
.
. . t
hip) and emp oyer I
preceptor (graduate-level dietetic Ill ems
.'
.11 . elude pertinent pathophysiology,
coursework in this area. ~e two-cou~s~ senes WI l~n in addition to subject matter traditionally
alternative nutrition therapies and nutntion counse g
offered in MNT.

utr 411 Research Seminar in Nutri~on

d

r

have increased emphasis on research

24 statements in the older version compared to 99 in the new version. Attachment 3 lists courses

The Knowledge and Skill S_tatements discus~ em; ie: will provide students an opportunity to

in the curriculum that meet the lJNM Core Curriculum requirements. No changes are proposed

skills, which are addressed ID other cl~ses.
s cf~terest and to present their fmdmgs and
'
din
.
.
d ..
search m an area o m
identify, analyze an cnt1que re
to anyone interested in atten g.
analysis to peers as weU as faculty in a forum open

that would affect the current lJNM Core Curriculum requirements.

The proposed changes are a result of extensive internal review student evaluations, and
Advisory Board input. We fee_l these proposed changes updat~ and align the curriculum with
e_mergmg trends and practices m the field of nutrition and dietetics and will enhance the
likelihood of achievmg accreditation for the program.

Change in Course Nam_•_
Nutr 428 Medical Nutrition Therapy
Nutr 428 Medical NutntJon Therapy II for . Medical Nutrition Therapy. See above
.
Nutr 428 wiU now be the second course off~~ed m
I to the curriculum for rationale for this
ntionale for adding Nutr 427 Medical Nutntion Therapy
change.
£hanges in Course Number
.
86L Quantity Food Production
2
Nutr 32IL Quantity Food Production for _N utr 96 (N t 42 71 Quantity Food Productwn)
. • · course pnor to 19.
u r d when we partnered WI·th the
This course was an upper-d1v1sion
.
.
.
urse
This
occurre
d
when it was chanoed
to a lower- ivision co
·
• al Insti.tute (TVI) to offer thi scours e
0
.&".
dm
·
Culinary Arts Program at Albuquerque T echnical V ocat10n
d t and the coursework transierre
•
·
content. Certified chefs taught these course s for our stu ens
? 861 Considering d1scuss1ons
WI·th
· · c ourseTVIutr -d three-years
·
to lJNM as equivalent to the lower- d.ivis_wn
of evaluation from
instructors at TVI, review of course outlmes from
' an

_

....--~--------------
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nutrition students taking the courses at TVI, it was determined these courses tauaht at the trade
level did not include knowledge and skills we anticipated and were not making best use of ours
s~~~nt' s time. Nutr ~86L was o~ered in Spring 2000 at UNM, and was taught at an upperdivis10n level, reflectmg Foundation Knowledge and Skills in the Standards of Education.

C&J 325 Intercultural Communication
This course will enhance both communication skills as well as ability to provide effective
nutrition care in a multicultural society such as New Mexico. These concepts are both reflected
on the required Foundation Knowledge and Skills addressed earlier.

Change in Course Number and Name

Addition of Restricted Elective Lists
Based on the CADE/ ADA F ou.ndation Kno wicdge and Skills, and results of the program selfstudy for accreditation, we are choosing to provide opportunities for students to improve
communication skills and ability to work effectively in multicultural settings. Students will
choose one course from a list of courses with a multicultural emphasis, and one course from a list
of courses with a communications focus as shown below.
Restricted Elective List
Multicultural Emphasis-Choose One
Ed Psy 303
Human Growth & Development
H Ed 4 71
Community Health
H Ed 482
Multicultural Health Beliefs
Communications Emphasis-Choose One
C&J 321
Interpersonal Communication
C&J 323
Nonverbal Communication
C&J 327
Persuasive Communication

Nutr 322 Management in Dietetics for Nutr 287 Food Service Manaaement
This course was an u~per-division ~ourse_ prior to 1996 (Nutr 321 Food Service Management)
wh_en we partnered with TVI (see di~cuss10n related to Nutr 321L Quantity Food Production)
Thi~ course was taught at TVI by tramed food service managers and transferred into UNM as
e~mval~nt to the lower-division course, Nutr 287. The evaluation process mentioned in the
discuss10n above relates to this course as well, in that the level of coursework in Food Service
Manage~ent ~ffered at TVI was not appropriate for our students. This course (Nutr 287) was
offered m Spz:ing 2000 and ~as t~ug~t as an upper-division level, with an emphasis on
man_a~ement m all an~as of dietetics including food service, community nutrition, and medical
nutntwn therapy. This change of emphasis better fits the Foundation Knowledge and Skills in
the Standards of Education.

Deletions
Chem 122L General Chemistry/Lab
Nutritio_n_ students are required to take Chem 212 Integrated Organic and Biochemistry as a
prerequisite for many upper-divis·10n nun
t ·t·10n courses. The prerequ1s1te
· · for Chem 212 is
· either
·
Ch
em 11 lL or Chem 121L Che 122L ·
·
·
'
m
ts not reqmred. We are choosmg to include Chem 121L
th th Ch
ra er ank . em 11 .1L because there are many nutrition students who wish to obtain more
coursewor m chemistry and bioch . t
Ch
.
•
emis ry.
em 121L 1s a prerequisite for additional upperdl·vi·s1·0 n chemistry
1
c asses.
Nurs 239 Pathophysiology I
Nurs 240 Pathophysiology II
These courses are specifically taught fi
.
indicate that i·mpli'cat·
fi
. . or nursmg students and evaluations from nutrition students
ions or nutrition pracf
·
27
and Nutr 428 Medical N trif Th
ice are not addressed. The newly created Nutr 4
u ion erapy I and II will address pertinent pathophysiology.
Nutr 429L Medical Nutrition Therapy Lab
The newly created Nutr 427 Medical N . .
.
utrition Therapy I and the re-named Nutr 428 Medical
Nutrition Therapy II wi·11 m·cl d
u e content of th 1
d.
·
d
change, the course content that
e ere it laboratory course. With the propose
hours) will be the basis ofNutr ;;; formerly presented in Nutr 428 and 429L (total of 4 credit
and 428 (6 credit hours).
EdPsy 303 Human Growth and D I
HEd 471 Introduction to Commu::; riment
Thes~ two courses have been deleted•as ea!th
.
described below.
required courses and added to a restricted elective 1t st as
dditions
.
Mgt 113 Managem t· A
Thi
en . n Introducti
whis c~urse contributes content that hel :~o .
.
.
ch include a stronger emph ·
p
meet required Foundation Knowledge and Skills,
as1s on management.

Minor Course Revisions
utr 330L Principles of Food Science will be offered in the Spring, previously offered in Fall.
This change will facilitate optimum use of limited laboratory space on the UNM campus in
Johnson Center, and better fits nutrition faculty workload. The newly added prerequisite course
ofNutr 321 Quantity Food Production (see above) will be offered in the fall and students will
then be ready to take 330L in the spring.
utr 345 Vitamins and Minerals in Human Nutrition and Nutr 445 Applied Nutrition and
Exercise, will have additional prerequisites to assure students are prepared for coursework.
utr 406 Community Nutrition and Nutr 424 Nutrition in the Life Cycle will be offered
alternate years, previously offered yearly. This better fits faculty workload, such that graduate
courses can be offered in alternate years. Nutr 406 will have fewer prerequisites, so that
students will be able to take this required course when it is offered, not just in their senior year.
This will not affect potential success of students taking the course.
··

Library Impact
Tue proposed changes do not require additional resources from any of the libraries on campus.
The new courses will utilize resources already in place in the library system.

CIRT Impact
0

additional resources from CIRT will be required for the changes.

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications
The proposed changes include increasing nutriti-on courses offered by 3 credits. The proposed
deletion of 1 credit for Nutr 429L Medical Nutrition Therapy Lab is offset by the addition of
utr 411 Research Seminar (1 er) and Nutr 427 Medical utrition Therapy I (3 er). We will be

II
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offering Nutr 406 Community Nutrition and Nutr 424 Nutrition in the Life Cycle alternate years
in order to offer the additional 3 credits and to offer additional graduate coursework.

Foundation Knowledge and Ski!ls for Didactic Component
of Entry-Level Dietitian Education Programs

Impact on other departmental programs/branch campuses
Changes proposed should have no effect on branch campuses. Changes in the nutrition courses
are all in upper division courses that are not offered on the branch campuses.

.
.
.ght areas listed below. The foundation knowledge and skills precede .
The entry-level dietitian IS knowled~eable m the e1
.
hich identify the pcrformance level expected upon complcuon
hievement of the core and emphasis area(s) competencies, w

~

The undergraduate Nutrition program has approximately 40 undergraduate majors, with about 15
students graduating per year. Since there are only 10-15 nutrition students taking any one
required course in a year, the impact of requiring such courses as Mgt 113, C&J 325 and the
Restricted Electives should not be overwhelming to these programs. Nurs 239 and 240 are large
classes, so the impact of nutrition students not enrolling in these courses should be minimal.

.

of the supervised practi~e p~o_grarn.
. b . kn wledge of a topic, working or indepth knowledge of a topic as it apFoundation l ~ g IS ~v1~ed as follo~s. as1c o:trate the skill at a level that can be developed furthe:. To successplies to the profess10n of dietetics, and ability~emgrad
must have demonstrated the ability to commuruca1e and
fully achieve the foundation knowledge ~~ s . , -. ~~~
collaborate, solve problems, and apply cnucal thinking
·
A.

Impact on IFCE and the College of Education:
Overall the proposed curriculum changes are positive for the IFCE Division related to student
enrollment. We are once again offering Nutr 286L (to be re-numbered 321L) 3 er and Nutr 287
(to be re-numbered 322) 4 er here at UNM, rather than accepting transfer credit from TVI. In
addition, a new course, Nutr 427 Medical Nutr Tuer I for 3 er is being added to the curriculum.
Fonnerly required courses in the IFCE Division, EdPsy 303 and HEd 471, are now on the
restricted elective list. Students will still take at least one non-nutrition course in the IFCE
Division , since all courses on the restricted elective list-multicultural emphasis are in this
division. We will continue to encourage choice of EdPsy 303 and other health education courses
as general electives.

COMMUNICATIONS
Graduates will have basic knowledge about:
A.1.1.
Negotiation techniques
A.1.2.
Lay and technical writing
A.1.3.
Media presentations
Graduates will have working knowledge of:
A.2.1.

A.2.2.
A.23.
A.2.4.

A.2.5.
A.2.6.
A.2.7_

Revision of Minor in Nutrition

Graduates will have demonstrated die ability to:
A.3.1. . Present an educational session for a group
A.3.2.
Counsel individuals on nutrition
.
A.3.3.
Demonstrate a variety of docwnentatJ.o~ me~~ .

The changes outlined previously will change the courses required for the minor in nutrition as
follows:
Deletion ofNutr 429L (no longer will be offered)
Addition ofNutr 427 (new course)

A.3.4.

Explain a public policy position re?arding dietencs

A.3.5.
Use cunent infonnarion teebnologies
A.3.6. · Work effrctively as a team member

The UNM catalog copy will read as follows:
A minor in nutrition consists ofNutr 244, 344, 345, and 424 plus a minimum of nine hours
selected from the following: Nutr 320, 330L, 406, 427, 428, 429L, 445. Grades of C or better
are required in all Nutrition courses used to meet the nutrition minor requirement. The sequence
of courses for the minor has a minimum prerequisite of organic chemistry ( Chem 212_ or 30 I).

Interpersonal communication skills
Counseling theory and methods
Interviewmg techniques
.
Educational theory and techniques .
Concepts of human and group dynamics
Public speaking
Educational materials development

B.

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Graduates will have basic knowledge about:
' B.1.1.
Exercise physiology
Graduates will have working knowledge of:
B.2.1.
Organic chemistry
B.2.2.
Biochemistry
B.2.3.
Physiolog~,
B2.4.

B.2.5.
B.2.6.
B.2.7.
B.2.8.

Microbiology
Nutrient metabolism
Pathophysiology related ~ nutrition care
Fluid and electrolyte reqwre~ents dru
trient interaction
Pharmacology: Nutrient-nutnent and
g-nu

Graduates will have demonstrated th ea bility to··
BJ.I.
B 32
. . .
BJ.3.

Interpret medical tenninology

.

trition

Interpret labo
parameters relanng to nu
ls
· ratory
.
.d rations to process contro
Apply microbiological and cheffilcal

cons~

e
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C.

SOClAL SCIENCF.s

F.

Graduates will have basic luwwledge about:

C.1.1.

Public policy development

Graduates will have working knowledge of:
C2.l.
Psychology

C.2.2.
C.2.3.

D.

Health behaviors and educational needs
Economics and nutrition

RESEARCH
Graduates will have basic knowledge about:
D.1.1.
Research methodologies
D.1.2.
Needs assessments
D.1.3.
Outcomes based research
Graduates will have working knowledge of:
D.2.1.
Scientific method
Quality improvement methods
D.22.
Graduates will have demonstrated Ute ability to:
D.3.1.
Interpret current research
D.3.2.
Interpret basic statistics

E.

ATTACHMENT 1
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FOOD
Graduates will have basic luwwledge about:
E.1.1.
Food technol9gy
E.1.2.
Biotechnology
E.1.3.
Culinary techniques
Graduates ~I have working knowledge of:
E.2.1.
Sociocultural and ethnic food c
• •
Food safi ty d . .
onsurnpuon ISsues and trends for various conswners
E 22
· ·
e an sarutat1on
E.2.3.
Food delivery systems
Food and non-food procurement
E.2.4.
2
E. .s.
Availability of nutrition pro~m'" · th
.
E.2 6
F
u1ati
o ......., m e comrnuruty
. .
orm
on of local, state, and national food securit
lie
E.2.7•
Food production systems
Y po Y
E.2.8.
Environmental issues related to food
E.2.9.
Role of food in promotion of a health fil
1
E.2.10. Promotion of pleasurable eatin
Y esty e
E.2.11. Food and nutrition laws/re'"·1 ... ~ ns/po - E.2 12 Food
- -.
E,lil4UO
lic1es
. .
availability and access for the individ al
.
.
u , family, and comrnuruty
E.2.13. Applied sensory evaluation of food
Graduates will have demonstraJed Ute ability to·
E.3.1.
Calculate and intPrn t
·
·
·
E.3 2.
T
.. -i-re nutnent composition of foods
·
rans.lale nutnuon needs into m
fi . . .
E.3.3.
Detennine recipe/f<Diula ro ~us or mdivi~uals ~d groups
E.3.4.
Write specifications for
:~ons and _modifi~ons for volume food production
E.3.5.
Apply foo.:1 science kn
~rvice eqwpment
E.3.6.
Demonstrate basic fOO::wledge t~ funct10ns of ingredients in food
E.3.7.
Modify recipe/fonnula lr~p~on and presentation skills
or m VIdual or group dietary needs

rc!i

NUTRITION
G~adu~tes will have basic knowledge about:
F. 1. 1.
Alternative nutrition and herbal therapies
F.1.2.
Evolving methods of assessing health status
Graduates will have working knowledge of:
F.2.1.
Influence of age, growth, and nonnal development on nutritional requirements
F.2.2.
Nutrition and metabolism
F.2.3.
Assessment and treatment of nutritional health risks
F.2.4.
Medical nutrition therapy, including alternative feeding modalities, chronic diseases,
dental health. mental health, and eating disorders
Strategies to assess need for adaptive feeding techniques and equipment
F.2.5.
Health promotion and disease prevention theories and guidelines
F.2.6.
Influence c,f socioeconomic, cultural, and psychological factors on food and nutrition behavior
F.2.7.
Graduates will have demonstrated Ute ability w:
F.3.1.
Calculale and/or define diets for common conditions, ie, health conditions addressed by health promotion/disease prevention activities or chronic diseases of the general population, eg, hypertension, obesity, diabetes, divcrticular disease
F.3.2.
Screen individuals for nutritional risk
F.3.3.
Collect pertinent infonnation for comprehensive nutrition assessments
F.3.4.
Detennine nutrient requirements across the lifespan, ie, i..n.fa.nts through geriatrics and a diversity of people,
culture, and religions
F.3.5.
Measure, calculate, and interpret body composition data
F.3.6.
Calculate enteral and parenteral nutrition formulations

G. MANAGEMENT
Graduates will have basic knowledge about:

G.1.1.
G.12.
G.1.3.
G.1.4.
G.1.5.

Program planning, monitoring, and evaluation
Strategic management
Facility management
Organizational change theory
Risk management

Graduates will ban working knowledge of:
G2.l.
Management theories
G22.
Hwnan resource management, including labor relations
G.2.3.
Materials management
G2.4.
Financial management, including accounting principles
G2.5.
Quality improvement
G.2.6.
Information management
G.2.7.
Systems theory
G2.8.
Marketing theory and techniques
G.2.9.
Diversity issues
Graduates will haYe demonstrated the ability w:
G.3.1.
Detennine costs of services/operation
G.32.
Prepare a budget
G.3.3.
Interpret financial da1a
G.3.4.
Apply marketing principles

I
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KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS FOR E'NTRY-LEVEL DIETITIANS: for DPD, CP

List all courses, both professional and sJpport, required 10 document compliance with Knowledge Requiremenrs .

Knowledge Requirements

Course Number and Title

Other Experiences

1. Knows principles of effective oral and written communication
and documentation.

2. Knows fundamentals of human relations and group dynamics .

3. Knows techniques of interviewing and counseling.

4. Knows principles of education and effective methods oi
teaching.
5. Knows use of computers for data processing and information
managen:ent in dietetics .

I

6. Knows basic concepts of research methodology and statistical
analysis.
7. Knows fundamentals of quality assurance.

8. Knows laws, regulations, and standards affecting dietetic
practice.
9. Knows principles of human anatomy and physiology,
microbiology, organic chemistry, and biochemistry.

_.

I

10. Knows principles of behavioral and social sciences.

~~

N;:t.>
(;

:

z-3~

11 . Knows the physiological, biochemical, and behavioral bases for
nutrition intervention in health and disease.
12. Knows the influence of socioeconomic, cultural, and
psychological factors on food and nutrition behavior .
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Following arc the cou~·:,cs that will me-:::t core curriculum requirements in the Nutrition
Major in the Nutrition/Dietetics Program .
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DE~AEEIPROGRAM CHANGE

Course Description for Nutr 427 Medical Nutrition Therapy I

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

FOAM C ·
Date:_.::S.::es:..P.::t.::e:::rnb=-=e-=r--=2:..:.7__.,----"2.;..;0:....0:....0~----

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

CIP CODE

427 Medical Nutrition Therapy I (3)
Nader D. Ebrahimi
(Name of individual inijiating curricular change form)
ebrahimi@unm.edu
Undergraduate Advisor, 7-6294
(Trtle, posilion. telephone number)

The application of diets in the treatment of imp?yed digestive3nd met b 1·
·• - .
case study approach. Prerequisites: 244. 344 34"55_:and Ch
21 2 S a o le c_on_d1t1ons usmg the
'
'
,
em
. pace restnct
1· ·
enrollment to admitted Nutrition majors only or by permission of instructor. {Fa11~fs imit

Assigned by
Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

0210
::0
<D

0

<D

<'

<D

a.

Mechanical Znqineering
(Department/Division/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process

to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
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BSME Course Curriculum
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Total credit hours required for graduation: 133
Freshman - 1 st semester 17 credit hours
Chem 1211 General Chemistry (4)
Engl 101 Comp I: Exposition (3)
ME 101 Intro to Engr Methods (3)
Math 1621 Calculus I (4)
Core Humanities Elective (3)

Freshman - 2nd semester 17 credit hours
Chem 1221 General Chemistry (4)
Engl 102 Comp II: Analysis & Arg (3)
Phys 160 General Physics I (3)
. Math 1631 Calculus II (4)
CS 1511 Computer Prog Fund (3)

Sophomore - 1 st semester 18 credit hours

Sophomore - 2nd semester 18 credit hours

ME 201 Intro to Mech Engr (2)
CE 202 Engineering Statics (3)
Phys 161 General Physics II (3)
Math 2641 Calculus III (4)
Econ 105 Intro to Macroeconomics (3)
Core Humanities Elective (3)

ME 301 Thermodynamics (3)
ME 306 Dynamics (3)
EECE 2031 Circuit Analysis (3)
Math 316 Applied Ord Diff Eqns (3)
CE 302 Mechanics of Materials (3)
Am St 182 Intro to Env, Sci, & Tech (3)

Junior - 1 st semester 17 credit hours
ME 3171 Fluid Mech (4)
ME 3181 Mech Engr Lab (4)
Phys 262 General Physics III (3)
Math Elective (3)
Core Writing & Speaking Elective (3)

Junior - 2 nd semester 17 credit hours
ME 302 Appl Thermo -or- ME 314 Dyn Mach (3)
ME 320 Heat Transfer (4)
ME 357 Intro to Mech Vibrations (3)
ME 370 Engr Materials Science (4)
Core Second Language Elective (3)

Senior - 1st semester 15 credit hours
ME 350 Engineering Economy (3)
ME 358 Mach Elements (3)
ME 380 Mech Control Systems (3)
Technical Elective (3)
Core Fine Arts Elective (3)

Senior - 2 nd semester 14 credit hours
ME 359 Mech Engr Design (4)
ME 409 Engr Ethics (1)
Technical Elective (3)
Technical Elective (3)
Technical Elective (3)

For the list of Core Curriculum Mathematics and Technical Electives, refer to the BSME Policy Handbook
available in ME Department office.
'
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BSME Course Curriculum
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Total credit hours required for graduation: 135

Sophomore -

Freshman - 2 nd semester 17 credit hours
Chem 1221 General Chemistry (4)
Engl 102 Comp II: Analysis & Arg (3)
Phys 160 General Physics I (3)
Math 1631 Calculus II (4)
CS 1511 Computer Prog Fund (3)

semester 18 credit hours
Sophomore - 2 nd semester 18 credit hours

ME 201 Intro to Mech Engr (2)
CE 202 Engineering Statics (3)
Phys 161 General Physics II (3)
Math 2641 Calculus III (4)
Econ 105 Intro to Macroeconomics (3)
Core Humanities Elective (3)
Junior - I st semester 18 credit hours
ME 314 Dyn of Mach (3)
ME 317 Fluid Mechanics (3)
EECE 2031 Circuit Analysis (3)
Stat 345 Elemt Prob & Math Statistics (3)
CE 302 Mechanics of Materials (3)
Core Writing & Speaking Elective (3)
Senior - I st semester 15 credit hours
ME 3511 Mech Engr Lab II (2)
ME 350 Engineering Economy (3)
ME 358 Mach Elements (3)
ME 380 Mech Control Systems (3)
Technical Elective (3)
ME 409 Engr Ethics (1)

November_
11,_
1999
Date::_::_::..:.=_:__
_ _ __

UNIT PREPARES IN QUINTUPUCATE
Route as indicated below under approvals. Return to_the
Scheduling Office once all ~gnature~ ttav~ been obtained.

. .•
j,I

·:

Sudhakar Prasad

Freshman - I st semester 17 credit hours
Chem 1211 General Chemistry (4)
Engl 101 Comp I: Exposition (3)
ME 101 Intro to Engr Methods (3)
Math 1621 Calculus I (4)
Core Humanities Elective (3)
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ME 301 Thermodynamics (3)
ME 306 Dynamics (3)
Phys 262 General Physics III (3)
Math 316 Applied Ord Diff Eqns (3)
Am St 182 Intro to Env, Sci, & Tech (3)
Core Fine Arts Elective (3)
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Junior - 2 nd semester 17 credit hours
ME 302 Applied Thermodynamics (3)
ME 3181 Mech Engr Lab I (2)
ME 320 Heat Transfer (3)
ME 357 Intro to Mech Vibrations (3)
ME 370 Engr Materials Science (3)
Core Second Language Elective (3)
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Senior - 2 nd semester 15 credit hours
ME 3521 Mech Engr Lab III (2)
ME 359 Mech Engr Design (4)
Technical Elective (3)
Technical Elective (3)
Technical Elective (3)
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The University of New Mexico
OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
107 Humanities Building
Albuquerque. NM 87131-10-+ I
Tdcphonc (505) 277-2711
FAX (505) 277-7405

DATE:

April 20, 2000

TO:

~~

FROM:

1

RE:

Kauffman, Associate Dean, School of Engineering

~ariana Ibanez, Office of Graduate Studies
FORM D - MS in Optical Sciences

I am enclosing the proposal for a new MS degree in Optical Sciences. I
understand that the degree will follow the same general guidel ines as the
Ph.D and will be jointly offered by Physics and EECE. Will you please
review the proposal and submit it to the SOE' s graduate committee fo r
approval. Once the Form Dis signed by SOE it should be returned to
me in the Office of Graduate Studies for processing.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Enclosure

0215

, April 13, 2000

University of New Mexico
Optical Sciences Ph.D. Program
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Professor Tim Ward
Chair, SoE Graduate Committee

Phone: 277-5876
Fa.·c 277-5876
E-mail: sprasad@unm.edu

Subject: Changes to the Proposal of MS in Optical Science and Engineering
Dear Tim:

January 12, 2000
To:

David Kaufmann, Associate Dean, School of Engineering
Laura Crossey, Associate Dean, College of Arts and Science

From:

S. Prasad, Chair, Optical Sciences Graduate Committee

>- f .

Subject:

MS Proposal in Opt. Science and Engineering

----

st
0 t . Asl Ssu?ge ed and approved by both of you, the proposal for a new MS degree in
P 1ca c1ence and Engineering al
•th
.
. . .
s b .
.
' ong wi supporting documents and Form D, 1s bemg
Eu ~itte~ m(SpaEra)llel to the College of Arts and Science (CAS) and to the School of
ngmeermg o for pro
· b h
.
h.
.
cessmg Y t e two Curricula Committees and the two Deans.
Th is
approac 1s bemg adopted i th • t
.
.
i:
d
h
n e m erest of moving the endorsement process efficiently
iorwar on t e proposed progr
hi h
d . .
~ w c , when approved, will be jointly administered by
CAS d S E F
an t O d. For a mm_i st rative convenience, the copy of the proposal with the original
d ocumen
s an orm D will re • . h
.
.
roam wit Arts and Science during this parallel endorsement
process.
I greatly appreciate your pro t
.
•
likely to b f ·t· al.
mp attention to the proposed degree program that is
e o en ic importan t O th
.
.
ce
e university and to our state.

I have incorporated all three changes to the proposal of MS in Optical Science and Engineering
that the SoE Graduate Committee had recommended during its meeting with me. These changes
are indicated below:
1. Page 7, top paragraph: To the sentence beginning "A Committee on Studies ... " I have
added the clause "and of whom at least one must come from each department." This
change now ensures that the Committee on Studies for every student is guaranteed to
have representation from both departments.

2. Page 8, 2nd paragraph under Plan 1. The number of hours to be taken from the optionbased courses has now been dropped from 6 to 3 - this addresses the concern about the
flexibility of course taking under the Thesis option.
3. Plan III, the Internship based plan, has been repackaged as a second course-based plan. It
is now Plan 2(b), while the standard course based plan is Plan 2(a). This change has been
made throughout the proposal (pages 8, 9, 10, and in Appendix I, Catalog Description).
There are several other changes that you will notice. However, without exception they represent
a reformatting of the document to meet the CHE guidelines for graduate degree proposals. There
is no other change in the content of the proposal from the version that you reviewed last.
One behalf of the Optics Graduate Committee, I would like to thank your committee for a
thorough review, which has resulted in an improved proposal, and would greatly appreciate its
quick consideration - and approval.
Best regards,

s~~h-A~
Chair, Optics Graduate Program
Professor of Physics and Astronomy

RECE\\/ED
JAN 1 3 2000
COLLEGE Or ARTS & SC\ENCES
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0217
UNM General Library
10 January 2000

#

To:

Robert Migneault, Dean of Library Services

From:

Mary Ellen Hanson, Acting Collection Management Officer

Re:

Form D: M.S. in Optical Science and Eng·ineer1.ng
·

.
The proposed new M.S. should have 1·
1
.
Library services and collections
Th Ui~t e 7mpact on General
established Ph D
ro ram •
·
. e ni vers1. ty offers a well proposed M.S. pr~g~amg·
in the optica~ s~iences and the
is composed of existing courses.
The General Library has a solid
.
the optical sciences and en i
.
monog~aphic collection in
ownership or document del' g neering; p~ovides access, through
provides access to the maj~~b~bi? th e J?urnal literature; and
physical sciences and eng·
~ iographic databases in the
1.neer1.ng.

Catalog Description
M.S. in Optical Science and Engineering
Concentrations: Ultrafast optics and photonics, laser physics and ngin ring, optical imaging, quantum optics, optoelectronic devi c s, fib r amplifi r
and lasers, optical communication, optical materials, optical litho raph .
Administered jointly by the Departments of Physics and Astronomy (
)
and Electrical Engineering and Computer Engine ring (EE E) this pr
gram features an internship course option under which a stud nt can apply
qualified industrial/government laboratory research a.long with ucc sfull
completed course work toward the degree. Under Plan 1 (th is b d), a
minimum of 24 hours of course work and 6 hours of thesis er di t (5 9) is r
quired. Under Plan 2(a) (standard course based), a minimum of 33 h urs of
course work, including 3 hours of research seminar (Physics 500) or probl ms
course (Physics 551, 552, 650 or EECE 551, 651 ) with at 1 a.st 2 of ho
hours in Optics, is required. Under Plan 2(b) (internship cour ba.s d) a
minimum of 33 hours of course work, including 3 hours of internship ( und r
a course number to be created for the purpose), is required. U op ions
·must include Physics 463/EECE 463, Physics 464/EECE 464, Physi
76
or 477L, EECE 574L, Physics 511 or EECE 561, and EECE 5 or E
565. A minimum of 6 hours drawn from EECE 475, Physics 521 Phy ics
554/EECE 567, Physics 555/EECE 568 Physics 529 or EECE 572 Ph i
569 or EECE 595, Physics 564, EECE 577, Physics 566, Physics 5 1 and
Physics 556 are required for Plans 2( a.) and 2(b), while only 3 er di hour
are required from this list for Plan 1.

0219

0220

Purpose of the Program (Sec. 9.1.1, 5 NMAC
5.2)
A Proposal for
M.S. in Optical Science and Engineering
at the
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

A program to be administered jointly
by the Physics and Astronomy and
Electrical Engineering and Computer
Engineering Departments

The Master's degree in Optical Science and Engineering aims at creating a
unique and highly desired cadre of optics personnel who, because of their
broad, advanced, interdisciplinary, and industrially relevant education and
training, are able to lead the State of New Mexico and the Nation into the optics and photonics engaged 21st century. Graduates of this program will display unique adaptability to changing modern industrial and scientific needs,
will have entrepreneunal skills, and will be members of a highly effective work
force in optics and photonics. The pace-setting work in ultrafast optics and
photonics, high-resolution imaging, quantum optics, optoelectronic devices,
fiber amplifiers and lasers, optical materials, and novel optical lithography
will serve as the focus areas for the Master's program, areas that provide a
unique niche for the program as compared to other programs.
The proposed program is consistent with UNM's mission of providing
graduate education and training in technical areas that are critical t.o the
economy of the State of New Mexico.

Department of Physics and Astronomy
Telephone: (505) 277-1514
Fax: (505) 277-1520
Department of Electrical Engineering
an<l Computer Engineering
Telephone: (505) 277-2436
Fax: (505) 277-1439
·September 22, 2000
1

0221

justification for the Program (Sec. 9.1.2, 5 NMAC
5.2)

The following itemization summarizes the most impo~tant_ reasons for
creating an M.S. degree program in Optical-Science and Engmeermg at UNM:

For the past 15 years, the Departments of Physics and Astronomy and of
Electrical and Computer Engineering have administered a highly successful Ph.D. program in the optical sciences. During this interval, nearly 100
Ph.D. 's have been awarded to the optical physicists and electrical engineers
who have become highly valuable members of optical industries and academia here and abroad. During this same period, the optics-related faculty
has seen its numerical strength increase to a very healthy 23 today.
Over the years, a strong need for a Master's program in Optical Science
and Engineering has been felt by the students and faculty alike. A survey
of optics students done sometime ago showed an overwhelming support for
an M.S. degree. Informal contact with LANL, Air Force Research Labs
(Kirtland AFB), and Sandia National Lab has also revealed great interest in
such a program. Market surveys done both by the National Research Council
and SPIE also indicate a growing need for short-haul specialized training, as
provided ideally by the Master's degree rather than the Ph.D. A very recent
study of the National Research Council, completed in 1998, on the state of
optics and photonics is unequivocal in its prediction that the need for well
trai_ned optics personnel at all levels in industrial settings will easily outstrip
their supply from the relatively few institutions that offer specialized optics
degrees. In spite of this somewhat alarming situation there are still only a
fe~ Master's programs in optics throughout the cou~try, the most notable
berng t~e ones at the Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona and at
the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester.
With the overwhelming evidence to indicate the desirability of such a
program, we recently sent out questionnaires to industrial establishments,
most l~ _local _b~t some national as well, to gauge their level of interest and
· fro m·the1·r
to sol1c1t then mput vis-a-vis an opti·cs M as t er ,s d egree. Ju d gmg
·
·
· of t he
responses . t he level of enthusiasm
seems high. The recent formation
New Mexico Optics Industry Association (NMOIA) Inc. and its enthusiastic
endorsement by organ· f
l"k h
'
NM D
iza ions 1 e t e Albuquerque Economic Development,
f h eOpar:ment ~f Economic Development, and the Albuquerque Chapter
o t e pt1cal Society of A
·
dd
h
menca a a new dimension and urgency to t e
t hr h
es a is ment of such a Master's degree program at UNM.

• Fulfilling the need for short-term retraining of scientific staff at industries and national DoD /DoE labs;

2

3

• Creating a pool of highly trained optics personnel who are readily employable, as revealed by national surveys;
• Creating a more symbiotic partnership betwe_en UNM and industries
that could result in student support, scholarships, grants, e~c. ~h~ f?rrnation of the NMOIA and of the Next Generation Economic Imt~at1ve
plan for central New Mexico (funded by a DoE gra~t to the ~1ty of
Albuquerque) makes such a partnership extremely viable and mdeed
vital to the economy of New Mexico;
• Desirability of a Master's degree (relative to a Ph.D. degree! for ind ustry - great er grow th Potential , broader preparation/education, etc.;
• Serving better the career goals of certain optics Master's degre ~:irants who, in the absence of an Optics Master'~, are fo_rced to e1t er
switch to one of the existing Master's programs m Physics a~d EE~E
or even leave the university. Such migration, c~used ~h~s y a ~1srnatch of student expectations with the educat1on~tra.1_rung pro:1db~ld
. · · h the quality impact via 1 by the existing degree programs, d immis es
.'
d '
h
ity, and visibility of our commitment to Optics education an i:esearc
as exemplified by the Ph.D. program;

.
· the present times of dwink
t.
• A potentially strong recrmtment too1 m
dling graduate enrollments nation-wide, that would ma e usdcoCmpte i-1
a Rochester an
en ra
·
tive with the Optics MS programs a t A. nzon '
'
.
Florida in attracting top-notch domestic students;
d
t · and research program like
• go~ple~ene~~ :::j~~~t!::t;h: ;tc;~c;; NM have already invested
p ics, in w ic .
h b th M S and Ph.D. degrees be awarded·
· ·
a great deal, reqmres t at O
and

!

0

Ii
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• Non-Duplication and Inter-Institutional Cooperation: No other
NM institution of higher learning has either a similarly broad program
or the resources, at present , to create one. Yet this program will meet
the career goals of certain graduates of these instit utions and UNM,
who are otherwise likely to leave the state. In parti cular , t he proposal
has been reviewed by Dr. David Westpfahl, Associate Professor of Astrophysics and Director of the Observatories at NM Institute of Mining
and Technology (NM Tech), who has stated: ''This is an excellent pr<r
gram, we would be happy to recommend it to our students."
Furthermore, the proposed M.S. program would require no extra teaching/administrative load beyond what we have at present. No additional space
or facilities are being requested either. A more detailed cost-benefit analysis
is presented in Appendix E.

Clientele and Projected Enrollment (Sec. 9.1.3,
5 NMAC 5.2)
Students in this program are likely to come from a broad base reaching out
internationally. However, the majority of students, at least initially, will
come fro~ _the three government laboratories of NM ( through mentorship
and retrammg programs for the lab employees) , the optics industries of NM
(see the strong support letter from the NM Optics Industry Association), and
1he pool ~f potential scienti~c and technical employees of these industries and
aboratones. The program 1s thus very much oriented to serve the needs of
the industrial and government sectors.
·
. The academic qualifications for admission into the program are set out
m great detail in Sec. 0.6 of the present document.
. The pro~ram will be consistent with state goals for equitable representation of th ~ different student clusters. Given the rather broad base of students
· .
. representation in the program
expected mto the program , we an t 1c1pate
a fair
f h
o t e present make-up
of the t ech mca
• l workforce m
. NM . Smee
.
..
a Master ,s
d
egree has . traditionally att rac t ed a h.1gher percentage of women than t he
correspondmg .Ph. ·D· degree, we expect the proposed program to somewhat
narrow t he ex1stmg gender c:,ap
a
·
· I
m
the graduate programs in the techrnca

4

disciplines at UNM.
Projected Enrollment and Credit Hours are described in tabular
form in Appendix F .

Institutional Readiness and Projected Cost for
the Program (Secs. 9.1.4 and 9.1.5, 5 NMAC
5.2)
This is described in detail in Appendix E under the cost-benefit analysis and
by the letter from Dr. Migneault , Dean of Library Services, under the Library Impact Statement (attached to Form D). The impact on the computing
resources of the university will be none, as stated in Form D. As described
earlier , no new administrative personnel or new faculty members or new
physical facilities are either needed or being requested for the program.

Quality of the Program (Sec. 9.1.6, 5 NMAC
5.2)
The program shall maintain a high quality by its rigorous admission sta~dards, rigorous curriculum (see the main body of the proposal and Appendix
A) , faculty accomplishments in research and teaching, uniquely advanced lab/J':Jatory and facilities support (see Appendix D), industrial/laboratory feed-4's)back , and periodic review and assessment procedures (Sec. 9.1.7, 5 NMAC
5.2). These are described in detail in the main body of the proposal , that
now follows, and in Appendix G.

5
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• Solid State (Physics 529) or Semiconductor Properties (EECE 572)
• Topics in Modern Optics (Physics 569) or Special Topics (EECE 595)
• Laser Physics II (Physics 564)

Proposal ·for Coursework,
Thesis, and Other
Requirements for M.S. degree

• Semiconductor Lasers and LEDs (EECE 577)
• Quantum Optics (Physics 566)
• Atomic and Molecular Structure (Physics 531)
• Optical Coherence Theory (Physics 556)

0.2
The purpose of this document is to present a proposal for an M.S. degree
program in Optical Science and Engineering. This M.S. program is proposed
to be a joint Physics and Astronomy - Electrical and Computer Engineering
program in optics and photonics, an area identified as a "bridge" area at
a most important, cross-cutting edge of the educational and technological
needs of the 21st century.
The general administration of the program is to be left to the Optics
Graduate Committee, although larger policy matters would have to be approved by the full Optics faculty, currently numbering 23, across the two
Departments.
·
The Graduate Coordinators in the two participating departments, _Physics
a~d Astronomy and in Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering,
will serve as the administrative contacts for M.S. degree candidates, just as
the~ have for P~.D. students. Application to the program could be addressed
to either Coordmator. The completed files will be evaluated by an Admission
Committee.
This will be_ a cross-disciplinary program, in which we shall welcoro~ st udents from a wide range of disciplines with different backgrounds and levels
of experience. We propose to offer ~ flexible program that can effectively
accommodate
the vari ous leve1s of preparation
•
· a soh·d b ase 1·n
.
and provide
optics as well as specialized preparation in the area of research that the
student
E hchooses
t . (see the Thesis and Int erns h"i p Pl ans b e1ow ) .
ac en ermg st udent will undergo initial advising by a mentor (prefer-

Degree Plans

In order to serve the broad diversity of backgrounds, interests, and career
goals of students, we propose three different plans leading to_ the ~S degree.
Each student is initially admitted by the Admissions Committee mto on of
these plans.

PLAN 1. THESIS BASED

In this option, students must consult with
a faculty and pick a topic of research on which to do a Master's thesis. A
proposal for this thesis must be made soon after the topi_c is selected, 5_0
that the student's Thesis Committee can approve the topic. When thesis
work is complete; a thesis defense must be made by the student in a manner
analogous to a Ph.D. dissertation defense.
.
.
The minimum requirements for the thesis-based M.S. opt10n _mclude 6
hours of thesis credit (599) and 24 hours of course work that must mclude l8
hours of mandatory courses and 3 hours drawn from the option-~ased courses
listed earlier. Note that the Plan automatically meets the reqmrem~nt of ~t
least 12 hours of coursework at 500 level or higher, exclusive of thesis credit,
as stipulated by the UNM ~ a t a l o g for this Plan.

PLAN 2(a). STANDARD COURSE BASED The minimum requirements for the standard course-based M.S. option include ~3 h~urs of coudrse
· ·
· 24 h
d
f m the precedmg .hst of man awork for credit, mcludmg
ours rawn ro
. b d
and 3 hours of research semmar/problems
t ory an d op t 10nase courses

8
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ably. .one so identified by the student) and one permanent member of th e
d
a vISmg committee. A Committee on Studies consisting of three faculty, of
whom two will be Optics faculty and of whom at least one must come from
each department, will be formed soon after the student enrolls. Each graduate student
will be required
to meet at least once a semester with h.1s or her
.
.
committee to review the plan of study.

0.1

Courses

To a~count for the diversity of interests that students entering the program
are .likely to have, the required course work has been divided into two categories (each listed course is worth 3 credit hours):

Mandat ory
• Advanced Optics I (Physics 463 or EECE 463)
• Laser Physics I (Physics 464 or EECE 464)
• Optics Lab (Physics 476L or 47 7 L)
• Microelectronics Processing I Lab (EECE 574L)
• Electromagnetism (Physics 511 or EECE 561)

•&~~:

:;)e Optics (EECE 564) or Optical Fiber Communication

Option-Based: Students h
the needed h
f(
c_ oose from the following courses to complete
ours O non-semmar) required course work:
• Introduction to Optoelectronics (EECE 475)
• Quantum Mechanics I (Physics 521)
• Advanced Opt· II (Ph .
ics
ysics 554 or EECE 567)
• Nonlinear Opt" (Ph .
ics
ys1cs 555 or EECE 568)

course, including 2 hours in Optics. At most 6 hours of 400 level EECE or
Physics courses, excluding those that are cross-listed, are allowed. Also, at
least 12 hours of coursework should be at 500 level or higher, as stipulated
by the UNM Graduate ~ o r this Plan.

PLAN 2(b). INTERNSHIP COURSE BASED This plan requires
an industrial or a national/federal lab internship lasting between six and
twelve months. Students must interview with participating industry or lab
representatives under the guidance of a faculty representative or liaison and
arrange an internship with an appropriate industry or lab at the industrial
or lab site. Short quarterly progress reports , as well as a comprehensive
final report, must be submitted by the student to a committee consisting of
the faculty liaison, another member of the optics faculty, and the student's
industrial or lab contact. Internships would typically follow course work in
the first year to a year and a half after the student has entered the program.
Students would need to enroll in a 3-credit-hour course called Internship in Optical Science and Engineering to fulfill the Internship requirement.
Creation of this course, to be cross-listed in P &A and EECE, will proceed
along side the approval process for the entire program. The 3-hour Internship requirement is designed to replace the 3-hour research seminar/problems
course requirement of Plan 2( a). Otherwise, this Plan has exactly the same
academic components as Plan 2(a).
An Industrial/Lab Advisory Committee consisting of R&D representatives from actively participating industry and labs will serve to develop
refine, and oversee this Plan in close cooperation with the Optics Graduate Committee. It is also foreseen that certain seminar-type courses will be
regularly offered by industrial and lab scientists and engineers to keep the
program vibrant and relevant to their needs.
Courses will be taught to accommodate industrial/lab constraints e.g.
via evening classes and ITV and other "piped" classes. Further details of
these constraints and other matters pertaining to the Internship Option
including a "pretraining" course on Safety, will be worked out in close consultation with the Industrial/Lab Advisory Committee.

,, ..'-

'l.
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0.3

The Master's Oral Exam {for the NonThesis Plans)

All students seeking _an M.~. degree under Plans 2( a) and 2(b) must pass
an ~-~- Oral Exam m Optical Science and Engineering. This exam to be
admm1st~red by the_ studen~ 's Committee on Studies, will test the s~udent
on
covered m Physics 463 or EECE 463 , Physics
. 464 or EECE 464
Ph matenal
·
565511
· or EECE 561 ' and EECE 564 (or 565 , 1.f th e stu d ent elected to'
t kys1cs
a e
mstead) . The Optics Graduate Committee is the bod
d
:i:e!\tnheStfind~l deTcihsion ond pass/fail recommended by the i:,,:::do~::_
u ies.
e stu ent will h ave a t most two attempts at passing
the Oral Exam.

this change, Master's degree candidates who have completed t he course requirements of the Master's degree will have to take at most one extra course,
Advanced Optics II, to be able to sit at that examination.
The Optical Sciences Graduate Committee will also ensure that in the
area of electromagnetism, all Ph.D. seeking students taking the Comprehensive Exam will be provided the option of taking either a Physics 511 based
exam or an EECE 561 based exam. These explicit changes stress the bidepartmental administration of our optics program, and thus streamline the
existing Ph.D. program with the proposed Master's program.

0.6

Pre-requisites to Admission

The minimum entrance requirements are the same as for the Ph.D. program.

0.4

Thesis Defense {for the Thesis Plan)

A satisfactory thesis must be b .
.
Thesis Committee aft th su m1t~ed with the individual members of the
er e completio f
h
the student must defend h" \\JI'- .
n ? researc , and on their approval
1s thesis work m
d
· d
.
.
a pre-a vert1se presentation to
the members of the Th . C
es1s omm1ttee an d °ther .mterested members of the
university.

0.5

Ph.D. Comprehensive
.· E xam1nat1on
.
.

MS students in the last semester of th .
.
Graduate Committee to t k th P eir MS degree may petition the Optics
. 1 Sc1ences.
.
. E xammat1on
.
. m
. Opt 1ca
Permiss· a e.11 e h ·D • Compreh ens1ve
ion w1 normall b .
.
the qualifications for ad . .
Y e given only 1f the student meets
m1ss1on to th Ph D
To enable Optical Sc1ence
.
and E e · · •. program.
the Ph.D. Comprehensive E
. . ngi?eermg Master's candidates to _take
.
. .
xammat1on
m O t· l S .
t ra course work we are
.
P ica ciences with mm1mal ex- I (Physics' 5'21) fproposmg
· of Graduate Quantum Meh . the droppmg
chamcs
L'k
·
rom .t e list of courses tested .m that examination.
.
Optics (Ph
1 e Nonlmear
.
ys1cs 555 0 EECE
.
~68), Physics 521 will, however, still be required for the PhD d:
approved by the Optic 1 S .
· · gree. This change has been formally
t
d
a
c1ences
s u ents taking the Co
h . Gr adua t e Comm1. ttee, and will apply to
mpre ens1ve Exam ··m the year 2000 and later. With

They are
• General Physics (3 semesters) consisting of the equivalents of: Physi s
160 (Mechanics, sound, fluid mechanics) Physics 161 (Thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism) Physics 262 (EM waves, light , special
relativity, atoms, molecules, nuclei, and elementary particl s)
• Chemistry (2 semesters) consisting of the equivalents of Chemistry
121 L, 122L Introduction to the chemical and physical behavior of matter.
• Electromagnetism (2 semesters) consisting of the equivalents of Physics
405 and 406 or EECE 360 and 460 (Microwave Engineering) . Topics
must include: Electrostatics, solution of electrostatic problems (Laplace
and Poisson equations), dielectric media, microscopic theory of dielectrics, electric energy, current, magnetic field (Biot-Savart and Ampere Laws), magnetic materials, electromagnetic induction, ma~etic
energy, slowly varying ( AC) currents , Maxwell's equations, EM waves
waves at boundaries, waveguides, and resonators, optical dispersion
emission from dipoles and antenna, and electrodynamics of moving
charges.
• A reasonable knowledge of elementary Quantum Mechanics (at the level
of Physics 491 or EECE 371) is expected. This knowledge should include thermal radiation and Planck's Postulate, photons (photoelectric
11
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and Compton effects, pair production and annihilation), Heisenberg uncertainty principle, postulates of quantum mechanics, one-dimensional
potentials, angular momentum, H-atom.

Eathology - Med Lab Sciences

~,

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (rt necressary)
2. CIRT (Cor11> & Inform Res & Tech). (rt necessary}
3. College CurricuhJm Committee (rt necessaty)
4. College or Schoof Faculty
5. CoUege or Schoof Dean/Oirector of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (rt applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
a. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

(xJ

O

{For existingdegreeonty)
Marie
appropriate category

Knowledge of elementary optics at the level of Physics 302 is not required for entrance, but is a pre-requisite for the core course, Advanced
Optics I, Physics 463 or EECE 463.
The University of New Mexico is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity institution. The information in this brochure is available in
alternative formats/media upon request.
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• Higher Math consisting of 3 semesters of calculus, the equivalents of
Math 162, 163 and 264; 1 semester of vector analysis, the equivalent of
Math 311; 1 semester of Ordinary Differential Equations, the equivalent
of Math 316; 1 semester of Partial Differential Equations, the equivalent
of Math 312.
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--MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES

~ons for request:
This p_r~gram changed how they teach the courses of this r
.
ago. After hv1~g with those changes, seeing the drastic chan
P_ofess1onal pr?gr~m two years
yea~, and having a retreat with clinical medical lab
t
ges in the profession ,n the recent
decided that additional changes to the curricul
ora ory employees and manager, it has been
how the _courses wil! be taught. This program~~:~~~ n:ede~. The biggest ch~nges relate to
academic years. Minor changes made relate to
. n o a 1 ½ year's program instead of two
creating a new course (MD LAB 452L) f
moving content from one course to another and
or content currently taught in other courses.
Library Impact Statement:
CIRT Impact Statement:
It was decided that these impact stat
taught in the MD LAB courses are essenf ~~~~ts are not needed since the content of what is
another and one new course added Th ,a/ e same, _only rearranged from one course to
or CIRT than what currently occurs..
ere ore, there will be no additional impact on the library

Budgetary & Faculty Load Implications:
Th~re is no real budget or facult load .
. .
.
yt
. imphcat,ons since the program and its current
faculty will continue to teach all th
offered and under what course nu~~~~ :nt it curren_tly teaches. Only the time when courses are
.
e content ,s taught may be changed.
Long Range Planning Statement:
.
their rT~es~ changes being made will offer a b
0 es in today's health care market.
etter quality program that prepares graduates for

'MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
Barbara Fricke, Director
The University ofNew Mexico School of Medicine
Health Sciences and Services Bldg. 217
Albuquerque, NM 87131-5651
(505) 272-5434

Lecturers
Leslie Danielson, Ph.D., MT(ASCP), The University of New Mexico
Barbara Fricke, M.S., MT(ASCP), Ohio State University
Bonnie L. Griffin, B.S., MT(ASCP), University of Albuquerque
S. J. Steen, B.S., MT(ASCP), The University of New Mexico
John Scariano, M.S., MT{ASCP), The University of New Mexico
Introduction
Medical laboratory scienc-es, or medical -technology, is the health profession of clinical laboratory
medicine encompassing the fields of, clinical chemistry, hematology, microbiology,
immunology, urinalysis, and blood banking. With advances in medical research, modem health
care has become increasingly dependent on a growing variety of complex laboratory tests and
technologies to diagnose and treat disease. The medical technologist is a professional clinical
laboratory scientist who, as a member of the health care team, is responsible for providing this
essential service.
A medical laboratory scientist requires a broad general science background and specialized
laboratory education to become proficient in performance of clinical laboratory procedures.
Medical technologists may manage or supervise a clinical laboratory or may perform the testing
on patient blood, other body fluids, and tissues, requiring the use of sophisticated equipment and
techniques. The medical laboratory scientist is responsible for the quality and accuracy of these
laboratory results, providing critical information for diagnosis and treatment of patients. The
medical technologist may find challenging opportunities in hospital and independent
laboratories, physicians' offices, clinics, research, industry, and educational institutions.

Medical Laboratory Science Program
.
The Medical Laboratory Science Program at UNM is offered through the Department of
Pathology in the.School Di° Medicine. The program is accredited by the National Accrediting
Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS[, 8410 West Bryn Mawr Ave, Suite 670,
C.hicago, IL 60631, 773-714-8880]). Students who successfully complete the program are
eligible to sit for national certification examinations given by the Board of Registry (ASCP) and
by the National Certification Agency for Medical Laboratory Personnel (NCA).
The [~year] MLS Program may be taken as part of a four-year curriculwn leading to the
Bachelor of Science degree in Medical Laboratory Science from UNM's School of Medicine OR
as Part of a degree from another four-year academic institution, OR as a certificate program
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following a baccalaureate degree. In the degree programs, the student follows a prescribed
curriculum which requires [i 2 1/2) years of preprofessional academic study and [i 11/2] years
in the MLS Program.
Students earning a B.S. degree from an academic institution other than UNM, must meet the
degree requirements established by that university in addition to the minimum educational
requirements specified below for entering UNM's MLS Program. In the certificate program,
students need to have their college degree and the minimum educational requirements specified
below before entering UNM's MLS Program. Students register through UNM for all MD LAB
courses.
Admission Requirements
Minimum education requirements are 64 semester hours of acceptable college credits from a
college or university approved by a recognized accrediting agency including the required courses
listed below. All credit-hours must be acceptable towards a baccalaureate degree. A minimum
grade-point average of 2.00 in all subjects including a grade of C or better in each prerequisite
biology, chemistry, and math course is required.

Students coming from other universities or colleges who will earn their baccalaureate degree
from their parent institutions or students who already have a baccalaureate degree must have the
following prerequisites for admission to the Medical Laboratory Sciences program at UNM.

'

' qualified handicap, or military involvement. Residents of New Mexico receive preference in
I

admission.

J

Students earning their B.S. degrees from the School of Medicine at UNM must follow 1?e
prescribed curriculum outlined bel~w an~ should make their inte~tions known to a medical
laboratory science advisor as early m their student career as possible.
Pre-Medical Laboratory Science Curriculum
Biological Sciences: approximately 18 semester hours to include:
General: Biol 121L + 122 L (8 hrs)
Cell Biology: Biol 219 (3 hrs)
Anatomy and Physiology: Biol 237 + 238 ((6 hrs)] .
.
,,
Microbiology: Biol 239L Microbiology for Health Sciences (4 hrs) -or- Biol 351 , .,52L

General Microbiology Lab (4 hrs)

[Ifflffltffle>le,gy: Bie,l 456 Immtme (3 hrs) er Phttrm 302 lmmttne> fer Phttrm:ttey (3 hrs)
or M:d Lab 234 Intro Clin lmmttnelogy]
Chemistry: approximately 12 semester hours to include:
General: Chem 121L + 122L (8 hrs) -or- Chem 13 lL + 132L (9 hrs)
Organic or Biochem: Chem 301 * + 303L Organic (4 hrs)
-or- Chem 212 Integrated Organic & Biochemistry (4 hrs)

Total of 64 semester hours of credit including:
1. Chemistry - approximately 12 hours including one one course in organic or
biochemistry.
2. Biological Sciences - approximately 16 semester hours including courses in
physiology, (and] microbiology[ and imm11n6l6~.]
3 · Mathematics - a minimum of one course in college level algebra or a higher math
course.

Mathematics: minimum of 2 courses to include:
College Algebra: Math 121 (3 hrs)
.
Higher Math or Statistics: Stat 145 Introduction to Statistics (3 hrs) is recommended.

NOTE: Remedial and survey courses are not acceptable. Other recommended courses are:
anatomy and ph~siology, cell biology, parasitology, pathogenic bacteriology, biochemistry,
psychology, sociology, computer science, communications, management, and educati_on.

Intefl)ersonal Communicative Skills: 1 course from the following:
C & J 221 Interpersonal Communication (3 hrs)
C & J 225 Small Group Communication (3 hrs)

Students are admitted to th
th
. .
.
e program at e begmnmg of the [Fall and Spring semesters
summer sess10 ] An
1· ·
n·
app icatton must be submitted to the Director of Medical Laboratory
S .
Ac1ences by ~e [September 15 deadline for January admissi6n 6r April 15 deadline fctr
uguS t Ap rll 15 deadline for June] admission. Application may be made while enrolled in
courses needed to com 1 t th
•.
k ust
.
P e e e prereqwsites. Official transcripts of all college course wor Ill
b e sent directly
fro
h· · ·
. .
·
.
G m eac mst1tut1on. Admission is limited with selection based on cumulative
GPA , science
PA lett
f D
'
5·
recommended S 1' . ers o re :rence, and a personal interview. A cumulative GPA of 2. is
• e ection of applicant ·11 be
.
. ·
committe
. All 1· · s Wl . made by the Medical Laboratory Sciences
Admissions
.
·u
be given to qual·fi d e.
app icants will be notified of their admission status. Selection Wl
i ie persons regardles O f th · • al · m
· age,
eir race, color, religion, gender, nat10n ong '
s

Management Theory: 1 course from the following on general management theory:
Mgt 113 M~ement: An Introduction (3 hrs)
Mgt 361 Organization Theory (3 hrs)

English: Competence in writing English as determined by the English Department or the
following 2 Engl courses:
Engl 101 Composition I: Exposition (3 hrs)
Engl 102 Composition II: Analysis & Argument (3 hrs)

UNM Core Curriculum Courses:

.
.
Courses must be taken to fulfill the core requirements in the followmg areas hS ted. A liSting of
acceptable courses can be found in this catalog.
Social and Behavioral Sciences (2 courses)
Humanities (2 courses)
Second Language ( 1 course)

. UJ1

. ;,. •·, .:,f

' 1i 453 Clinical Microbiology Rotation

fY237

Fine Arts (1 course)
,I
Medical Laboratory Science Program Curriculum
The MLS Program begins each (Fall and Spring semester summer ]. Courses may be taken as
apart-time student taking up to (4 3.] years instead of the normal (~ 11/2] years to complete the
program. Students are assigned to an affiliated clinical laboratory for practical experiences in the
rotation courses. Hospital laboratories and reference laboratories currently used are: Eastern NM
Medical Center in Roswell, San Juan Regional Medical Center in Farmington, Memorial
Medical Center in Las Cruces, [Plains Regional Medieal Center in Clo"+"is,] St. Vincent
Hospital in Santa Fe, [Gila Regional Medical Center in Silver City,) and the following
Albuquerque sites: Lovelace Medical Center, [Presbyterian Hospital Center,] S.E.D. Medical
Laboratories, [Unia:,,ersity Hospital,] New Mexico Regional Federal Medical Center, and
TriCore Reference Laboratories.
Medical Laboratory Sciences Program -f64 68] semester hours
(234 Clinical Immunology (Sf qq5
3] /
(388L Orientation Phlebotomy
1
, - T(l.,W:
300L
Introd~~tion to ~S L.£t
3. ] R~-~K-A /)~~~ (JjJ.
310 Intro Chrucal Chemistry ls-rejq3
54 (fl,yl-t 1-;~orulk:vl
311 LIntro Clinical Chemistry Lab Lt;.T qq, 3
2
315L Clinical Immunopathy lST ctq 3
2V
320 Intro Clin Hematology/Hemostasis IS,f qq5
4
321L Intro Clinical Hematology/Hemostasis Lab l.<;t C,qs
2v--;,.
330 Intro Clinical Microbiology /. . ,sr qcy;,
43~ 11-fU.)J'fl.lllbLJ -h 1V/.Q.
33 lL Intro Clinical Microbiology Lab,(,5rqqs2t./
340L In~~ Clini~al ImmunohematologyLe, t qq3
;
2~ vf 5u..1Jrvij ;d -lo e}J.Ji'Jf
350L Chrucal Unnalysis ls;- qq--3
2✓
_ .
41 0L Advanced Clinical Chemistry LS Tqq'5
~ 3.3tJvwtA 'iu,h,tLtlfu/-fvi'-/ta~
4~0L Advanced Cl~~cal H~matology/Hemostasisls rl-1q\· 3.,. . ._.
4.J0 Advanced Chrucal Microbiology U;T l}<,1\.--.
3~vi,~ A- ~tinutbt-f -l1dW~
4
431L Advanced Clinical Microbiology LabLc:;;qq5,_
2v
[432L Clinical Parasitiology
~ fo_ &
bri<,l. trz~ lt,~ctJl1
440L A~v~ced Clinical IminunohematologyL~qq~
+2~l/lt-t.·tt ?:?u-bnutbz.; l 14.
445 Chmcal.Lab Management &Education ~ l qq ')- 2v
[470 Appl~ed Lab Scie~ees .
_2)
.
475[Applied Lab Studies Inderd1sciplinary Case Studies] 2. ~ -.,t ';ru)muctu'
f45 48]
Clinical Rotation Courses:
351 Basic Clinical Chemistry RotationlST qt} ~
352 Basic Clin Hematology/Hemostasis RotationlStqi\- ✓3 CI/AJ&
[~ 454_] _Clinical Immunohematology Rotation ts'af Q-::;~0 ~ ~ A- Subro,IM ()l;.o.~
.J55 Chmcal Urin~l~sis Rotation .[_gt, q'B
,-T- lv-451 Advanced Chrucal Chemistry Rotationl&-r qqS"
1.., . 452 Adv Clin Hematology/Hemostasis RotationL~r 0q/ 2v--

qqs

v

v

n

r

qq)·,,,--

· @leach=
499 2Alternative Expenences
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• Request~- 'nformation and applications should be addrMess~.dto. theTheDirector,
Information
University
Communications regar.mg:s UNM Health Sciences Center, School of e icme,
Medical Laboratory Sc1enc , NM 87131-5651.
ofNew Mexico, Albuquerque,
. h 'th
. th MLS Program could occur. Therefore, you will need to stay mtouc Wl
NOTE: Changes m e .
an MLS advisor.
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Background in Linear Algebra will improve student performance in an already required
course (Math 375) and will open up a wider variety of technical electives, many of which
require knowledge of Linear Algebra. There is no change in the total number of credit
hours -- students will have one less free elective.
The reason for this is: to bring computer science department requirements in line with the
rest of the school of engineering. This does not change the number of credit hours
required for graduation. Students with deficiencies (that is, those that need to take precalculus math) will have to take more general electives to still reach 130 hours.

The course uses a standard textbook and does not use library materials.
CIRT Impact Statement.

I

:!0
I

e

Reason(s) for Request {attach additional sheets if necessary).

None. Course does not use computers.
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications. Long-range planning statement.

see attached

The mathematics department has been consulted and feels that this will not have any
significant impact on their need to staff this class which already has several sections.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

't
~
~
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Henry D. Shapiro, Professor
Farris Engineering Center 319
(505) 277-3052
s h apiro@cs.unm. edu

--~. .. , ,..,Jbniversity of New Mexico
- " artment of Computer Science
•.:lbuquerque, NM 87131-1386

...

.,,

••✓- Addendum

to Form C for Bachelor of Science in Computer
Science dated 10/03/00

The first paragraph of graduation requirement 3 on p. 359 of the current catalog should read

J505) 211-3112
(505) 277 -6927 (Fax)

.1
,/

·r

To:

Judith A. Ponticell, Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Chair

From: Henry D. Shapiro, Curriculum Coordinator, Department of Computer Science
Date:

~

February 2, 2001

Thank you for considering the addendum to the previously submitted Form C for the Bachelor of Science
in Computer Science degree at today's Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee. As you requested, a complete text of the revision is attached to this memo. Also, this memo is signed below by Professor Deepak
Kapur, Chairman of the Department of Computer Science and Associate Dean of Engineering David
Kauffman, who handles curriculum matters for the School of Engineering.

Completion of 44 hours in computer science with a GPA of not less than [~][2.30] in the 44
hours presented. The 44 hours must include the following courses, which total 38 hours :
Admission requirement 1 on p. 359 of the current catalog should read
A minimum of 30 hours of credit acceptable toward the degree with a grade of C- or better in
all courses counted in the 30 hours and an overall academic average for all courses taken at
UNM of not less than [2.20][2.50].
Admission requirement 2 on p. 359 of the current catalog should read
24 hours taken from among the communications skills, computer science, mathematics, and
laboratory science graduation requirements , with an academic average of not less than
[~][2.70] in the 24 hours. Engl 101, Engl 102, CS 151L, and Math 162L must be included
in the 24 hours .

The faculty of the Department of Computer Science approved the changes in the attached addendum at
their faculty meeting of January 30, 2001. As chair I concur with this decision.

~)Jl,JJ_l~
VDeepak
Kapur

As Associate Dean of the School of Engineering I concur with the proposed revision of the curriculum of

theQ~
D vid Kauffman

l

~Ef;/PROGRAM CHANGE
0 2 ~AMC
Date:

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

CIP CODE

10/10/00

Dennis Iago

(Name of inelividual inijiating curricular change form)

Assigned by
Associate Provost

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

.
Routi~g (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp_& Inform Res_& Tech), (if necessary) .
College Curnculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing changeAnderson Graduate School of Management

7.
Chair, Curriculum & Programs Committe~rAcademicAttairs
8.
(TIiie. position. telephone number)
9.
277-7106
ASM
(Department/Division/Program/Branch)
* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Mark appropriate Program:
This form is for Master of Business Administration (MB~
Undergraduate Degree Program
O
Name of New or Existing Program

@

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)
Mark appropriate category

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _7_4_ _ _ _ _ _ __
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

NEW:

Degree

0

MBA
Type

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

@

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Undergraduate
degree only

0
0
0
0
0

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

o·

Department

Units policy Guidelines book
available lrom the Provost's Office.

0
0
0
0
0
■

Program to be changed Master of Business Administration

Date 10/12/00
.. Limit to one page only
.. Unit prepares/subm its
with Form C / O

Individual initiating change Dennis Togo, Chair, Curriculum &
Programs Committee
Summary of proposed changes:

A. Old program wording/description :

a.

The MBA
of core
of core
include

program offers two degree tracks:
(1) a general MBA consisting of 42 hours
plus 6 hours of electives (2) an MBA with a concentration consisting of 42 hours
plus the courses required by a concentration. The 42 hours of core requirements
'MGT 510, 502, 503, 504, 506, 508, 509, 510, 511, 520, 522, 526, 528 and 598 .

B: New program wording/description :

• See New

Give exact title and requirements as they sh Id
· h
(attach additional sheets if
) Id ou. ~ppear in t e catalog. See current catalog tor format within the respective college
necessary . entity m bracket form what is being changed.
.
;
See attached for ld
.
a.:
program wording/do
~ro~ram wording/description and new
escription.
;
0

i

o

The MBA program is a 48 hour program with two degree tracks:
(1) a general MBA
consisting of 30 hours of core plus 18 hours of general electives, or (2) an MBA
with a concentration consisting of 30 hours of core, 12-15 hours of concentration
requirements, plus 3-6 hours of general electives to total 48 hours. The 30 hours
of core requirements include MGT 501, 502, 504, 506, 508, 511, 520, 522, 526 and 598.

t

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
Introduce flexibility into the
or additional elect iv
. h. MBA program so students may take a concentration
es wit in the 48-hour MBA requirements.

0 TH E COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
D THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval :

""---uTT;~:-;:-::'".:"7"~=------------.,..--------acu Ity Senate Curricula Committee Chair

Date

Anderson Schools of Management Degree/Program Change - Form C

Anderson Schools of Management Degree/Program Change -Form C

.,,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old Program Wording/Description (UNM Catalog, page 14):
Graduate Programs
Degrees Offered
Master of Business Administration (MBA)

The MBA pr~gram at the _An~erson Schools is based upon a strong core curriculum which is

both challengmg and contmuously evolving to keep pace with the issues facing today's
managers. Students with degrees m any discipline may apply for admission to the MBA
program. ~he MBA program is a general management program or one of the following
concentrat10ns:
1._

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Accounting Management
Financial Management
Management Information Systems
International Management
International Management in Latin America
Organi~ational Behavior/Human Resources Management
Operations Management
Policy and Planning
Management of Technology
Marketing Management

****************************** .

*w**********************************

New Program Wording/Description:
Graduate Programs
Degrees Offered
Master of Business Administration (MBA)

'\, The MBA pr~gram at the Anderson Schools . b

. .
both challengmg and continuously
.
is
ased
upon
a
strong
core
curriculum
which
1s
man
S
evo 1vmg to keep p
.th th .
d" . .
ace WI
e issues facing today's
agers. tudents with degrees in
prog:~· The MBA program is a 48:urts~~phne m~y apply for admission to the MBA
cons1stmg_of30 hours of core plus 18 hoJ gram with two_degree tracks: (1) a general MBA
concentration consisting of "Oh
f
s of general electives or(?) an MBA with a
1
.
-' ourso core 12-ISh
f
'
- .
.
1 "6
hours of
. . genera electives to total 48 h
'
ours o concentrat10n requrrements, p us J•
additional accounting hours Co
~~s. Some accounting concentrations will require
. ncen tions that are currently offered include:

Accounting
Accounting Management
Financial Management
International Management
International Management in Latin America
Management Information Systems
Management of Technology
Marketing Management
Operations Management
Organizational Behavior/Human Resources Management
Policy and Planning
Tax Accounting

Sr

The general MBA core consists of 10 courses (30 credit hours), as follows:
(J(J 5. MGT501 Statistical Analysis for Management Decisions
j:> 3 MGT502 Accounting and Management Information Systems
MGT504 Microeconomics
[X)~ MGT506 Organizational Behavior and Diversity
MGT508 Ethical, Social, Political and Legal Environment
06 .:,,,, MGTS 11 Technology Commercialization and the Global Environment
()3- MGT520 Operations Management
MGT522 Marketing Management
MGT526 Financial Management
MGT598 Strategic Management

oo?J

00 ,._

0

J~

Bc5

All MBA students must complete these 10 courses. Students who have recently completed a
BBA from the Anderson Schools of Management or at a comparable AACSB accredited
program may request waivers for some core courses, with the exception ofMGT598, which all
students must take as a capstone course. In addition to these 10 courses (30 h~urs ), -all students
must complete an additional 18 hours of combined concentration and/or elective courses. All
students, including those waiving some core courses, must complete a minimum of 33 graduate
hours of which only 6 -credit hours may be transferred in from ·another ~aduate school. Students
are expected to maintain a 3.0 GPA and must have a 3.0 GPA at graduation. The MB~ program
may be completed on a full-time or part-time basis. For many studen~ whos~ ~rofe~s1onal .
commitments preclude full-time study, pursuing an MBA on a part-time basts 1s a_v1able option.
Late afternoon and evening classes are offered to accommodate the needs of working students.
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0

REE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)

- Date:----:!:l:..!:!O'L/~lO~/~O~O:.___ _ _ _ _ __

William Bullers
•

CIP CODE
Asa1gnec1by

(N<IQ'le of individuaUnitj;IJing ci.irricutla' chagnge

Chair, uept. or Mar Ke in ,
& Decision Sciences

'Tri£ 0 rma t ii-+#oclata
Provost
for. Academic Affairs

xtt-*:i1oi:

2 7 7- 4 90 1

(Tille, position, telephone number)

ASM

1.
2.
3.
4.

s.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I

I
I
I
I
I

Dean of library Services {if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

I
I

0

, 11
I
I
I
I

Undergraduate Degree Program

@

i:.~ :~~~?.!!!'.'!'!'! ?.'.!'rL. - .- .- .- .- .- --.- .- .- -~-~-~-'--- -- -- ·- ·- ·
Degree _____
Type

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

REVISION OF:

NEW:

0
0
0
0
0
0

I
I
I

Summary of proposed changes :

A Old program word ing/descripti on :

k .
lectives from 483, 484' 486' 4 87'
additional mar eting e
·d Aderson
MGT 480 and 481 plus t re: derson Schools courses or courses outs1 et n Students may
488, 489 and 433. Other nwith faculty advisor prior written consenr~ uired
Schools may be substituted following 1 credit courses as one of the
q
also take any three of3;~e 371
373 374, 375, 376).
electives:
(MGT 37 0,
'
'
'
·

, ii
m

DELETION:

1

Undergraduate

0
0
0
!xJ
0
0

-degree only

o·

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

■

•See New Units policy Guidah,s book
available from !he PrOVOSl's Office.

:~
Is
I=
I 3

D
D

h

,..,
IQ

D
D
0
0
0

!

~
c
I

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See cunent catalog or mma w '
· form what is being changed. t t
t ,t·h'n the respective co IIege
(attach additional sheets ff necessa,y). Identify in bracket
See attached.

, 111

B.. New program wording/description :

485

from 483, 484,
480 and 481 plus three additiona 1 marketing electives
or courses outside Ad
n , e rson'
Other Anderson Schools cou:ses
· tten consent.
Students
487, 488, 489 and 433.
with faculty advisor prior wr1
one of the required
Schools may be substituted the following 1 credit courses as
may also take any three of 372 , 373 , 374, 375, 376).
electives:
(MGT 37 0, 3 71,

MGT

I

'ca
,..,

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

I
I
I
I

Add one course MGT 485, to list of marketing electives.

I

Course has been offered for years - no new faculty implications.

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I

Libra,y Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If rn,cessary)
Budgeta,y and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No-X·· If yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?_____ (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:
Fall 2001
, ____

:I
I
:

:l
:I
:&

~

_:

.J-.-·-·-·
a,;.,-;;i;;;;-·- ·0eeart-;;;en;c;;;.;ip;;;;;.,-;;· - ·-:s:m:.--~ --·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·rs.re:707iI foo
Year

s,,.,..~.,
.

--.~---~--~I

Dean of Libra,y Services m,.,,.,,.~I

------------

Date: _ _
) _; _ __

CIRT (If necessary)_-:-----------;:n-------::==-~=-,...---College Curriculum Committee (II necessary) _______'--=..aa-.....___,--:..._L_;-+-=-College or School Faculty (It necessary)

Date:
Date:
Date: ---,--;----:--

College or School Dean/Director of Instruction _,..-. .Z
FS Graduate Committee (II a p ~ i c a b~
l
FS Curricula Committee
Assoc. Provost for Academic
Faculty Senate

Date:
Date:
Date:

dJO

~ 3 f 0 :c:....____

Date:
Date:

fl/ t

/ ,-.

::

/ '

/ ' .4 86

C

I im ,:
:I~
•
:' ~~ /1

:0 <
:!0

591J1est~,4.._

w ith Form C/ 0

Concentra_tio'

·- ·- ·--- ·- ·- ·NAME
- ·-·-·
-·-·- - i: "1l
CHANGO

Marl< appropriate catego,y

• Lim it to one pag e on ly

• Unit prepares/submns

I

Name of New or Existing Program
i
This program
( ) is7or
3 would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog ,: m
l

0

Graduate Degn,e Program

change:~~2:'.:~...::..=:.:.::..:..
Individual initiating
.
Wil liam Bullers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

12/00
Department proposing ch ange_}_A~n~d~e=.r:.s~~on~~S~c~h~o~o'..:l~o~f:.....:M~a~n~a~g?..:em=:e::n::.t=-----===
. - -Date
- -10/
-- - - -7
di _filB~A~Ma1filrjk~e~t;.;i!:!n:uguC::.!02.Jn~c::.!e~n!.!t!::..!r~a:.!t::.ai~o~n~-----

I
I

(OepartmenVOiv1sion/Program/8ranch)

I

I
J

Program to be change - B

I

This form is for BBA- Marketing Management

Report and Recommendat1on

Ill

'n
:I !(
,o

I

Mark appropriate Program:

Faculty Senate Curricula Co~mittee

j

I

·o
0

ITHOUT QUALIFICATION .
WING QUALIFICATIONS :
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL W
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLO

Approval :

Faculty Senate Curricula Committee Chair

Date

. -..,,-

,. .,...-•,:.,.
'

J,

•

.,

. .l·1

024!1
·, ._,

J
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Anderson Schools of Management Degree/Concentration Change -Fonn c

Old Program Wording/Description (UNM Catalog, page 73):
Marketing Management -15 hours

MGT480 and 481 plus three additional marketing electives from 483,484,486,487,488,489
and 433. Other Anderson Schools courses or courses outside Anderson Schools may be
substituted with faculty advisor prior written consent. Students may also take any three of the
following Icredit courses as one of the required electives: (MGT370, 371,372,373,374,375,
376).

*****************************************************************
*
New Program Wording/Description:
Marketing Management -15 hours

MGT480 and 481 plus three additional marketing electives from 483,484,485,486,487,488,
489 and 433. Other Anderson Schools courses or courses outside Anderson Schools may be
substituted with faculty advisor prior written consent. Students may also take any three ofthe
following Icredit courses as one of the required electives: (MGT370, 371,372,373,374,375,
376).

~EE/PROGRAM CHANGE

; :,\ ,
IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)
/tf[J.L . .:'\. ../· 1. DeanUNITof LiPREPARES
brary Services (if neccessary)
'
_.
:
.
l
0
:
.
/
.
.
:
.
1
.
:
_
0
/
:
_
o_o
_______
-:
:
~IP
C~,
~
E::iv,
:
,
I
CIRT (Comp &Inform Res &Tech), (if necessary)
Date:_
_, ·-' 1.11 3.2. Col
lege Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
OFFJc,c. ,.
4. College or School Faculty
.
William
Bullers
(Name of individual initiatin9 curric~lar change form) • •
AssociateP'rb';~sT s.College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
Graduate Committee (if applicable)
Chair, Dept. of Marketing, hKXX:DIK forAcademicAffairs .. FSFS Curri
culaCommittee
nformation
&Decision Sciences
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
(Til e,position,telephone number) 277-4 901
FORM C

250

C\si~

:r

<D
()
<D

c:·
a.
(I)

9. Faculty Senate

M
ark appropriate Program:

*Plan tor curricular
process to take at least 12 ~onths.
BBA- Production &Operations
This form is for Management Caocentra_r_
;an

Name of New or Existing Program
ti J
This p,og,am is o, would bo located in cu,,ent undo,g,aduate/g,aduato catalog
Graduate
Degree
Program
O
on
page(s)
__
~--=-=:=:::::=
::,
(Forexi
sting degreecategory
only)
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- .a>m
-·M
ark-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·appropriate
CD.
a.
NEW:
REVISION OF:
DELETION:
NAME CHANGE:
Degree ____
Undergraduate
'9!.
0
degree only
0
0
0
.=-.
Major
0
0
0
0
<D3
Minor
0
0
0
0
Concentration
[J
0
0
0
Certificate
0
0
0
0
.0"Tl.
Emphasis
0
0
0
0
Department
o·
a.<D
0
0
■
5£·
•See New Units policy Guidelines book

11,do,grad"81• Deg,ee P,og,am

~

-

Type

Q)

(J)
()
=:t'

cc

lhe Provost's
ce. ·Inthe catalog.
tcatalog for format within the respective college ' ::,m n'::::0
. availableasfromthey
curren
Gi.ve exact
title andsheets
requirements
shou_IdOffi~ppear
what isSeebeing
changed.
(attach
additional
if necessary). Identify
in bracket form
a> <D
See attached.
z
a.CD 0

..

aor
Q)

0

~

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

Add
one course,
MGThas433,beento offere
list of production &operations management
electives.
Course
d for years - no new faculty load
implications.
hed si9ned
Ll.bra,y Impact Statement. Name of lib,arian consulted an<l attached
ed impact
impact statement.
statement. (If(ti necessary)
noco,sa,y)
CIRT Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attac s,gne tanning statement.
9,.~s/b,anch campuses? Yes__ No.x._
Budgeta,y
and
Facul
t
y
Load
Implications
(attach
statements);,,;;;ar:;
Doess,_
thihave
s change
affect in asignificant
way,•aeoa,vnent/branch
any
depart .invo vepd~.
(attach statement)
K
you resolved1trese3&Sues
. wilft
rallother2001
1
EHect,veDate of P,oposed Change:
a
,..,
·-·-·-·-· • ·'-·-·-·-·Date:
oI 'I____
tJ
Slg~tures:
~:ir;-·-·0e·part~~-tC1IBi~~7s·o~·
µ..;:,
Date: ____
_

semes1?52~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·
~Jt.:,·
l

Dean of Library Services (If necessary)
CIAT (It necessary)
".)~
f /\..~/C,
College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)
College or School Faculty (If necessary)t .
~ -College or School Dean/Director of lnS ruction ,~
FS Gra~uate Com~ittee~
(lf ·
FS Curricula Committee~
Assoc.
Provost
tor
Acade
· Affairs '--------------Faculty Senate

r:"7iic?0£.

r

t
-"+/.,. ..,. . . , '?'i-r'-c9/b {() J

Date: ,
Date: _!.,!IJ_,-/_I. ____
,.
_
Date: ---,---.-:----Date:
(_c..____
·v _
Date: - ~f-J
Date:
Date: ---------..
Date: -------~

~

Anderson Schools of Management Degree/Concentration Change -Form C

0252

·I

.....,.,.,r

.,~l Department proposing change Anderson School of Management

Date 1O/12/00

·I

I'i'

)

,I

Faculty Senate Curricula Committe.e
Report and Recommendation

./

Program to be changed BBA- Productions &Operations Management *Limit to one page er
* Unit prepares/sbr
Individual initiating change____.w-,._.1.·. ,.J. .1.i. ,.amM.1. -BwJ.i. JJ1..1J.. ce::.i.r. : :,.s__________
with Form CID
Summary of proposed chances:
A. Old program wording/description:
MGT 434, plus four courses from 462 , 486 , 488 , ME 356, and CS 452 or other
courses approved by faculty advisor• Students may also take any three of the
following 1 credit courses as one of the required electives: (MGT 370, 371,

372, 373, 374, 375, 376).

B:New ~ram wording/description:
MGT
434, plus four
courses
from 433 ' 46. 2, 486, 488, ME 356, and CS 452 or
other
approved
by facul
of the courses
following
d.
ty advisor•
as on f Students
h
.may also take
. any three
(MGT 370, 371, 3721,ere
373 it, 374courses
, 37 5, 376).e O t e required electives: .

□ THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APP
0
THE COMMITTE~ RE
ROVALWITHOUT QUALIFICATION.
- COMMENDS APPROVAL WITHTHE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval:
Facuity Senate Curricula Com ·tt

Date

.

,I

Old Program Wording/Description (UNM Catalog, page 73):
Production and Operations Management -15 hours
MGT434, plus four courses from 462,486,488, ME 356, and CS 452 or other courses approved
by faculty advisor. Students may also take any three of the following 1credit courses as one of
the required electives:(MGT370, 371,372,373, 374, 375, 376).

******************************************************************
New Program Wording/Description:

Production and Operations Management -15 hours
MGT434, plus four courses from 433, 462,486,488, :ME 356, and CS 452 or other courses
approved by faculty advisor. Students may also take any three of the following 1credit cours s
as one of the required electives: (MGT370, 371, 372,373,374,375, 376).

o2

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPUCATE
Routing (All tow c:apies)
Dean o f ~ Services (If necx:essa,y)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (If necessary,
Colege CUrriaJUn Committee fd necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of lns1ruction

5'JSi;REEIPROGRAM CHANGE.

FORMC

October
16,
2000
Date::_ _
____
__
_ _ _ __

CIPCODE

Susan R. · Kempter
Coordttlat~"f~~~~opment.!-E:':":
of String Pedagogy 293-5825
(ride. posilicn, lllepllane runbel)

025

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. FS Graduate Conmttee fd applicable)
7. FS CUnicuta Committee
a. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faaitty Senate

Bachelor of Music - String Pedagogy Program

Page 405 (1999-2001 UNM Catalog)

Music
~ )

Marie appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program

.

Majors in string pedagogy must complete Biology 136, Psychology 105 and Psychology 220.
Category l.c. is not required for these majors. The subtotal for courses outside the major will be
40 hours.

* Plan for curricular pro~to take at least 12 months.
~tr ing Pedagogy program
Thisform~for under the Bachelor of Music

~
IIS.J

Name ol New«ExislingPlogram

0

This program is or would be located in a.irrent undergraduate/graduate catalog •
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Introduction to String Pedagogy:
I. What is Pedaeogy and How Does It Differ From Music Education?
Pedagogy is the science ~f_teaching·.I~ focuses on training studio teachers who possess indepth knowledge and tranung on one mstrument,such as violin.
Trad~ional instrumental Music Education courses train teachers to instruct heterogeneous
(mu~tipl~ stude~ts on mult~le ~ents) classes in aschool setting. As such, they
receive _mstructmn on avanety of mstruments, including strings, woodwinds, brass and
percu~smn.andTheyrepertoire.
also receive instruction on classroom management, ensemble rehearsal
techniques
~edago~, on the other hand, focuses on one-on-one teaching. As aresult, training must
mclude_ m-depth knowledge of factors specific to this situation: kinesiology &physiology
of pl~ymg; managing
the changing
dyad as the student
physical.ly'
emotionally
and musically·
. depthteacher/student
knowIedge of student
. mcludmg
.matures
. concerti,
.
,
mrepertorre,
concert ~ieces,teaching
etudes,points.
scale and shifting methods and how to analyze them for
pedagogical
fo: steducation
ring teachers
00 d
scDehmanl
music
declinnation-wide isdat acritical level. As availability of public
stud·
t
10 eachers to fill the need.es, more an more parents are turning to specially trained

II. Whv Offer Pedaeogy At UNM?
is astud·
severe shortage
Ofstrin !eachers throughout the country -both in scbools and
inThere
private
ios. Employment IS•gvntually
guaranteed.
Northern Arizona University ti
but also offers ASuzuki Lo; or examp~e,_ offers aMaster's Degree in Suzuki Pedagogy,
currently [May 2000] have 15gundergraduat
Tenn Trammg Credential at the undergraduate
level.
. the Suzuki.traunng
. . Tuey
program, with 12 aPPIications
. for Fall, 2000.estudents enrolled m
!he proposed new pedago de . . .
..
mterdisciplioary courseworfin fee IS uruque: It features mentoring by local spec~s,
depth study of other respect d ~ ~tomy and physiology and cognition, and mflexibility of this program [ ~ pe ogies._For these reasons, and because of the
Performance, Bachelor of~ ~h~:;1 coi:ribme easily with Bachelor of Music in
Certificate from the Suzuki _:;ic . ~cation, or result in the Long Term Training .
to c~mpete for students and to~:tion of th~ Americas] UNM will have an OPJ'?~~0
studio teachers.
· me anationally recognized center for the traunng

III. What is "The Suzuki Method?"
"American interest in Suzuki can be traced back... to the Spring of 1958 when, during a
regional meetmg of the American String Teachers Association at Oberlin College in Oruo
agroup of string specialists incredulously watched and listened to amotion picture of 750
Japanese children playing the Bach Concerto for Two Violins at the Sports Palace in
Tokyo. The phenomenal results achieved by these youngsters aroused agreat deal of
interest, enthusiasm and discussion." [The Suzuki Violin Method in American Music
Education. 1978. John Kendall. Music Educators National Conference, Reston Virginia.
p3]
Like Jean Piaget, Shinichi Suzuki (1898 -1998] possessed both acurious mind and a
powerful capacity to observe children. He noticed that very young Japanese children all
spoke their native language with ease and precision. He also noticed that children all over
the world did the same. Suzuki began carefully observing, and noted several consistent
conditions which seemed to be present and which seemed to facilitate the acquisition of
language.
About the same time, he was consumed with the plight of Japanese children following
World War II, and wanted to help bring joy and beauty back into their lives. Since he was
aviolinist he saw music as anatural way to do this. These events coalesced when an
acquain~ce asked him to please teach his 4year old son to play the violin. At first,
Suzuki refused because children this young had never been taught. Gradually however
his curiosity about language acquisition and his altruism combined into what has now
become the first comprehensive approach to string teaching, including:
1. Asystematic repertoire and pedagogy for the beginner to the ~vanced player
2. Aprogram for educating parents to be partners in home practice
3. Astudent-centered philosophy of teaching
..
. . .
4. Asystematized, progressive approach to teacher trairung and registration with
the Suzuki Association of the Americas
Some of the principles Suzuki adopted are:
I. Children begin learning from the time they are born. Study should begin as early
as possible.
2All hildr · rsed in the language they are learning. They hear it all the
: Lcik ~n aremus1ca
~elr-ecordm·gs are listened to daily so the children know
tune.
. . what
each pieceewise,
sounds like before
they attempt to play it, and so they can anticipate
le.ami.eg TOre ad1amced pieces.
3. Children learn to speak before they learn to read.Like~e,tochildren
_o
developI~
skill tm
play before they learn to read, thus pro~·d·mg an opporturuty
.
1
controlling the instrument, tone production and mus cal memory.
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4. Once new words are learned, they become part of the pennanent vocabulary of
the child. Music is the same in that each piece is memorized and maintained in the
child's repertoire. Constant review of"old" pieces refines technique and expands
the musical memory of children

t
RATIONALE FOR STRING PEDAGOGY PROGRAM
by Susan Kempter

5. Parents are the teachers of language to their children, and children mimic what
parents say and do; Suzuki noticed this. Parents are, therefore, taught to play, and
are counseled in letting their child learn at his/her own pace and in learning to
enjoy the process oflearning as valuable daily time with their child.
6. Leaming their language is a delight for the child. Parents do not scold when a
child mispronounces a word, but kindly encourage improvement. The environment
is always supportive and friendly. The same approach is adopted for the musical
education of the child.

7. Children lo~e being with other children, and are motivated to use their language
to communicate. For these reasons, Suzuki incorporated "group" lessons for all
children. Groups contribute to a child's musical experience in a variety of ways:
they bear other children play, they learn to value cooperation, they learn ensemble
skills, and they play musical games. All of these increase motivation to play and
learn.

What began as an observation - every child develops the ability to fluently speak his or her
mother tongue - bas developed into highly respected and versatile approaches to music

instruction, especially in strings. Today, thousands of string ·educators including studio and
public school teachers, have adopted an approach to teaching which stresses development ofth
ear and memory as integral skills for their beginning students. Akin to the way music is learn d in
many cultures of the world, students listen carefully, reproduce what they hear and retain what
they have played. Music reading [literacy] is introduced after memory and technique have been
trained. As their numbers have grown and as the demand for this type of specialized instruction

has increased, universities and have begun to offer classes in string pedagogy to fill the need for
qualified private and public school string teachers.

By developing an awareness of the means by which musical outcomes are achieved - both in
themselves and in their students - string teachers are discovering that an understanding of
pedagogy enhances personal practice and performance skills and augments and enriches their

teaching skills.

Several graduate programs in String Pedagogy currently exist, b~t there are very few at the
undergraduate level, and none are as unique and versatile as this. The National Association of
Schools of Music (which is responsible for accrediting schools of music), however, recognizes
stutly in music pedagogy - both for majors in String Pedagogy and for Bachelor of Performance

With emphasis in pedagogy.
Seminars are an ideal means to manage the array of topics integral to the study of string
pedagogy: kinesthetics and physiology of string playing; comparing and contrasting current
J)eciagogicaI methodologies; teaching music literacy; _evaluating approaches to scales etudes and

vibrato; becoming familiar with and able to analyz.e and perform selections from the student
repertoire.

Suzuki Association of the Americas.

- Active involvement of local string teachers will increase community support for and
awareness of the UNM Department of Music. When area teachers mentor UNM
One of the most salient changes in string education today is that teachers need to be prepared to

pedagogy students, they develop a vested interest in the success of that student as well as

teach students ranging in age from three years to adult. The demand is especially great for string
the entire program. Mentoring also encourages communication and good will among
specialists who can suc<;essfully teach very young childre~ which was unheard of as recently as

teachers, students and the university.

thirty years ago. Traditionally, string educators did not have to think of teaching students under
10 or 12 years old, but today's string specialists must be prepared to teach a much broader range
of ages, which demands knowledge of the cognitive, physical and emotional parameters

-Pedagogy students will play in the orchestra, and thereby increase its complement of
string players.

characteristic of vario~ developmental stages. This emphasis enhances and supports the.UNM
Preparatory Music School, which was begun in the early I 990's. In order to address these needs,
the proposed pedagogy curriculum requires Psychology 220, Developmental Psychology. We
request approval to count Psychology 220 as a social science in the core curriculum. This will be
an exception to the core list of social science courses.

-It is possible that students majoring in pedagogy will also seek an education credential
and that students in music education will seek a pedagogy credential, since the focus of
both programs is to train teachers. This will increase numbers of string students in the
Music Education program.

Traditionally, string teachers focused on two things: I. increasing the repertoire of their students
and 2. developmg· ,,;-·oso te hni
t la th
.
.
. •
".uLu
c ques o P y em. The Amencan Stnng Teacher.5 Association,
however, recently estimated that as many as 77% of professional violinists and violists struggle
..
. .
with physical discomfort rangin fr
1
,
g om carpa tunnel syndrome, to repetitive use mJury, to
tendinitis. Today man st ·
la
. .
'
Y rmg P yers are recogmzmg the need for some knowledge of anatomy,
physiology and kinesthetics in order to learn to identify optimal movement patterns and reduce the
risk of personal iniury _ t th
.
1
O emse ves and to therr students. For these reasons, the proposed
:i
pedagogy curriculum
· B' I
requrres 10 ogy 136, Human Anatomy and Physiology for Non-Majors.
• th
· ul
·This will
We request approval to count Biology 136 as a natural ·
science tn e core curnc um.
be an exception to the core list of natural .
science courses.

.
. I din
gram, me u g Suzuki-based training, is a valuable asset to the
Department of Music for the following reasons:
A string pedagogy pro

-The applied program will benefit because pedagogy students will be studying their
primary instrument with a member of the applied faculty throughout their degree program.

v;.-.it orecruit nationally ·
. program, the potent ial eJU.')~s
-Because of the uniqueness of this

-All pedagogy students will teach under supervision in the UNM Preparatory School lab
progr~ which will give them practical, immediate, barids-on opportunities to apply
concepts and skills discussed and practiced in seminar classes.

°

-The lab school will provide a low-cost opportunity for elementary age children t studY a
stringed instrument, which is not possible in Albuquerque Public Schools.

-A portion of each lab student's tuition will be allocated to the pedagogy program,
.
- It will increase offerings for potential and
.
new strmg students
- It will attract students who hav
·
.
• fr the
e an mterest tn a Long Term Training credential om

thereby conserving Music Department resources.

~

·
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Budget Statement
A three-year plan, beginning with the 1999-2000 year was devised in which instructor costs,
administrative costs, and scholarships are expenses that are paid through a combination of
department funds, donor funds (already committed to the program) and income from participation
in the teaching at the preparatory division program. In each successive year, an increase of costs
and activities are planned. In year one, the percentages require 40% donor contributions and 60%
department; year two, the percentage of expenses are approximately 40% donor contributions,
13% prep school and 47% Department ofMusic, and year three, 30% donor contributions, 10%
prep school and 60% Department of Music. The funds from the Department of Music that are
available come from the part-time budget line of the allocated account.

PROPOSED CURRICULUM FOR STRING PEDAGOGY 2001-2003

Freshman Year
Fall Semester
Music 10 I. Concert Music
Music 170, String Pedagogy Seminar I
Music 170L, String Pedagogy Lab I
Music 150, Music Theory I
Music 233, Symphony Orchestra
Music 111, Group Piano I
Ap Mus 119, Strings
Engl 101, Composition I
Math (from core curriculwn)

(0)

(2)
(1)

(4)
(1)

(1)
(2)

(3)
(3)

Spring Semester
Music 101. Concert Music
Music 170, String Pedagogy Seminar I
Music l 70L, String Pedagogy Lab I
Music 152, Music Theory II
Music 233, Symphony Orchestra
Music 112, Group Piano II
Ap Mus 120, Strings
Engl 102, Composition II
Psych 105, General Psychology

17 hrs.

The department is in full support of this program and pledges ongoing support for a program that
is vital to music education in New Mexico.

(0)

(2)
(1)

(4)
(1)
(1)
(2)

(3)
(3)
17 hrs.

Sophomore Year

Fall Semester
Music 101, Concert Music
Music 270, String Pedagogy Seminar II
Music 270L, String Pedagogy Lab II
Music 250, Music Theory ill
Music 261, History of Music I
Music 233, Symphony Orchestra
Music 211, Group Piano ill
Ap Mus 219, Strings
Hist 101, Western Civilmltion

(0)
(2)
(1)

(4)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
17hrs.

Spring Semester
Music 101, Concert Music
Music 270, String Pedagogy Seminar Il
Music 270L, String Pedagogy Lab II
Music 252, Music Theory IV
Music 262, History of Music II
Music 233, Symphony Orchestra
Music 212, Group Piano IV
Ap Mtm 220, Strings
Hist 102, Westem Civilization

(0)
(2)
(1)

(4)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
17 hrs.

Juior Year
Fall Semester
MU!ic 101, Concert Music
Music 370, String Pedagogy Seminar m
Music 370L, String Pedagogy Lab ill
Music 309, Form & Analysis
MU!ic 231, Chamber Music
Mumc 233, Symphony Orchestra
Ap Mus 319, Strings
Ap Mus 119, Piano
Biol 136, Human Anatomy & Physiology
Psych 220, Developmental Psychology

SeaiorYear
Fall Semester
M~c 470, String Pedagogy Seminar IV
M~c 470L, String Pedagug, Lab W
Mus~c 233, Symphony Orchestra
M~c363,Canducting
MUSic 47 1, String Pedagogy Performance
Ap ~us 419, Strings
~cal & Natural Science (see core)
Fine Arts outside the IMJOr
.

(0)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(3)
(3)
16 hrs.

(2)
(1)

(1)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(3)

17 hrs.
Total: 128 hours

Spring Semester
Music 101, Concert Music
Music 370, String Pedagogy Seminar m
Music 370L, String Pedagogy Lab ill
Music 233, Symphony Orchestra
Mus Ed 155, Oreb Instr· Strings
Ap Mus 320, Strings
Ap Mus 120, Piano
Engl 220, Expository Writing
Second language (see core curriculwn)

Spring Semester
.
Music 470, String Pedagogy Seminar IV
Music 470L, String Pedagogy Lab IV
Music 233, Symphony Orchestra
Mus Ed 451, Fdns of Musical Behavior
Ap Mus 420, Strings (half recital)
Fine Arts outside the major

(0)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(I)
(3)
(3)
15 hrs.

(2)

(1)
(1)

(3)
(2)
(3)
12 hrs.

"26 ,f
Music 370. String Pedagogy Seminar ID (2 to a maximum of 4)

CATALOG DESCRIPTIONS

A

Exploration of intermediate student skills and techniques, including three-octave scales
arpeggios, shifting, playing in the upper positions and double stops. Pedagogical approaches of

170. String Pedagogy Seminar I. (2 to a maximum of 4) A
Essentials for studio teachers, including studio accounts, establishing studio policies, and parent
education. Kinesthetic and physiologic considerations related to introducing students to the

Paul Rolland will be explored.
Suzuki Books 5, 6 will be covered. Course fee required.
Prerequisite: 4 hours 270, 2 hours 270L. Corequisite: 370L [Fall, Spring]

instrument. Suzuki Books 1, 2 will be covered.
Corequisite: Music 170L. [Fall, Spring]

Music 370L. String Pedagogy Lab III (1 to a maximum of 2)

L1

Opportunity for the UNM student to teach more advanced students in the UNM Music
170L. String Pedagogy Lab I. (1 to a maximum of2)

Preparatory School and beginning orchestra classes. May also teach parent preparation classes.

A

Prerequisites: 4 hours 270, 2 hours 270L. Corequisite: 370. [Fall, Spring]
Students will spend a minimum of2 hours per week observing and consulting with a professional
string specialist from the community in order to compare and contrast teaching and pedagogical
approaches. Course fee required.

Music 470. String Pedagogy Seminar IV. (2 to a maximum of 4) [j

·
· of pedagogic
· al approaches, me
· Iuding Kato Havas and Edwin Gordon.
Contmued
exploration

Corequisite: 170 [Fall, Spring]

Overview of student literature and etudes.
Music 270. String Pedagogy Seminar II. (2 to a maximum of 4)

fJ.

Suzuki Books 7 ,8 will be covered. Course fee required.
Prerequisite: 4 hours 370, 2 hours 370L. Corequisite: 470L [Fall, Spring]

Development of elementary musical skills and techniques, including scales, shifting and vtbrato.
Approaches to teach children to read music will be covered. Suzuki Books 3, 4 will be covered.
Prerequisite: 4 hours 170, 2 hours l 70L. Corequisite: Music 270L (Fall, Spring].
Music 270L. String Pedagogy Lab II (1 to a maximum of2) A
Stud
will
ents
teach private and homogeneous group lessons in the UNM Music Preparatory
School Supervision and ·clan will
· and
·
gw ce
be provided regularly via observation, video tap~g
discussion in pedagogy seminar.

Prerequisites· 4 hour 170 2 h
·
s
'
ours l 70L. Corequisite: 270 [Fall, Spring]

470L. String Pedagogy Lab IV. (1 to a maximum of 2)

6.

Students will continue to teach individual lessons as well as homogeneous and hete~ogeneous
groups. Advanced pedagogy students will lead UNM Music Preparatory students in their concerts
and recitals and will help coordinate those events.
Prequisites: 4 hours 370, 2 hours 370L. Corequisite: 470 [Fall, Spring]

471. String Pedagogy Performan~. (2)

Students will perform a half-recital in the community and at UNM. In addition, an
intermediate/advanced musical score will be analyzed and discussed for pedagogical points.
Corequisite: 470. [Fall]

•
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Graduate Degree Program

FAX (505) 277-7405
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Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

College or School Dean/Director of Instruction _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

FS Graduate Committee

Date:

( I I ~

FS Curricula Committee_,...'--~~~i......11"4.,t.
~ ~ ~· . 1 . ._ _ _ _ _
Assoc. Provost tor Academ ~
.___.;_._.;;,_,:..
~

Date:
Date:
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Faculty S e n a t e _ . . . : ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ : : _
Date:

ft!)

Faculty Senate, 27 February, 2001
Senate President's Report

1) My Apology

2) Thanks to Byron Lindsey(!!!!!!) and Donna Hoff(!!!)

3) FS Operations Committee
a) two new members
Gail Houston
Kathleen Keating
b) meetings every Friday at 1:00 in Scholes 100
c) president-elect "issue"
4) Legislative Session
a) a critical time!!!!
b) comments from Beulah Woodfin
5) Strategic Planning
a) Input requested of FS Committees
S) FS Athletic Council
a) Comprehensive report received on 12 February from
Mike Dougher
b) Rob Duncan assumes role as new Chair
c) Urgent need for a FS representative!

PREPARATION
HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION (20%)
18- to 24-year-olds witn a high school
credential

NewMexica

79% •

Top States
93%

K-12 COURSE TAKING (40%)

9th to 12th graders taking at least
one upper-level math course

34%

59%

9th to 12th graders taking at least
one upper-level science course

21%

37%

8th grade stuaents taking algebra

18%

28%

FAMILY ABILITY TO PAY (50%)

Percent of income needed to pay for
college expenses minus financial aid:
at community colleges
at public 4-year colleges/universities
at pnvate 4-year collegeslumversir,es

New Mexico

Top States

19%
27%
66%

17%
19%
30%

27%

106%

9%

9%

$3,412

$3.094

STRATEGIES FOR AFFORDABILITY (40%)
State grant aid targeted to low-income
families as a percent of federa l Pell Grant
aid to low-income families
Share of income that poorest families need
to pay for tuition at lowest priced colleges

K-12 STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT (40%)

8th graders scoring at or above "proficient"
on the national assessment exam:
in math
in reading
in writing

D

AFFORDABIUTY

RELIANCE OH LOANS (10%)
14%
24%
18%

33%
38%
31%

Low-income 8th graders scoring at or
above "proficient" on tne national
assessment exam in math

7%

19%

,naallllt UCIOI 10( ·5,.,, gr,n, , ,,, .. . IS I OlfClnl OI 1,a,,,1 Pt H Gfl nt ,,,, •

Number of scores in the top 20%
nationally on SAT/ACT college entrance
exam per 1,000 high scnool graduates

127

192

COMPLETION

Number of scores that are 3 or higher on
an Advanced Placement subject test per
1,000 high school juniors and seniors

46

158

Nott · In m, Af'tort110111tv a t1(Jory, mt low,r tnt hourts tflt o,n,r rnt r,1rlorrrunc1 lor 1H

to 7<]'1o.

18- to 24-year-olds enrolling
in college

PERSISTENCE (20%)

Freshmen at 4-year colleges/universities
returning their sophomore year
COMPt.FrlOH (83'11}

GI

PARJICIPATION
High school freshmen enrolling in
colleoe within 4 years in any state

El

1st year community college students
returning their 2nd year

Change over Time: In ;-;~ Mexia, from 1987 to I<)<)8, the proportion
of 18- to 24-year-0lds with a high school crooentiaJ decrea.500 from 81%

YOUNG ADULTS (60,o)

Average loan amount that students
borrow each year

New Mexico

Top States

35%

54%

25%

42%

4.9%

4.7%

First-time. full-time students completing a
bachelor's degree within 5 years
Certificates, degrees and diplomas
awarded at all colleges and universities
per 100 undergraouate students

30%

12

WORKING-AGE ADULTS (40"!.)

25- to 44-year-olds enrolled part-time
in some type of postsecondary education

Change over Time: In ~ Mexiro from 1w;, to I<)<)8. the proportion
of 18- to 24-year-0lds enrolle:i in rollege da:reasOO from 27% to 25%.

Whal~ graded. wbat~ not? The blue tables on I ~ pages prov,d,t
the rtaU's raw sams for the 30 indicalors tbaJ are used to caJcu/lltl
aJJ grades. TbeY pages also display contextual 1nf orma11qn-Pro,,,idll1
oUlSllk the ~-shaded tables-tbat is not gratkd but tbat is U#fa/ .
in unMrSUmding performance.
NttJ ..on infon1111lion? Foran explanaJion ofgrading, s«/J'18'
/ 7. For soura ,nforma11on about each indicator, see page /85. For 111(),P t«bniclli informat1011. I/I.Sil the uoebs,te for Measunng U
p al
111KY./ntbtrmluazlwn.org.
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Facts and Figures

Number/
-lmaunt

Percent

Institutions of PostsecondaJy Education
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT (30%)
Population aged 25 to 65 with
bachelor's degree or higher

I...

New Mexico

Top States

23¾

34%

ECONOMIC BENEFITS (25%)

8%

11%

CIVIC BENEFITS (25%)
Eligible residents voting in 1996 and
1998 national elections

60%

taxes. the percentage declaring
chantable gifts

84o/o

n/a

rva
nla

28%
28%
26¾

This year. if all ethnic grou~ in New Me.'<ico had the same roucalional
:uramment and earnings as whites. total petSOnal income in the sra.re
would be S1.8 billion higher; and the sra.re would realiz.e an estimared

S632 million in additional taX revenues.
Gaps_in Data.: Dara are unavailable for New Me.'<ico on adult high!~! literai:y skills, because the sra.re sample is not comparable with the
national sample.
·

1111

LEARNING
...
.:· State Context
New Mexico
1,739.844
$45,242.000.000

• Slate Rank
37

37

Nott: Om " ' tram 1998-99.

leading Indicators

..,_ . _," .,,,.,,,
2000-2015

· Proiectea °"• chan9e In number of

llew Mexico

u. s.

23.7".

12.9%

5.1%

9.5%

-12.0,.

-3.8%

S7.600

510.005

Children in poverty (1995)

30.0,,

21 .0%

1at PoPUlabon with less ll'lan a
hiq SChool 0iploma or equivalent

20.4%

16.0o/,

51 .4

48.1

· Uh·IQh school graouates. 1999-20l0

Protectea budget surplus/shortfall by 2008
. Al/eraqe income of poorest 20¾ of papulanon

.7

New economy Inoex (1999) •

.""'

38%
JJ

,0

5.300
1.061

,j%

94.104
13.616

87%
13%
1%

840

S.A.6.1.01.1

---o,

Approved agenda

I.,,,

Students Enrolled by level

Share of Slate
Appropriations

S.A.6.1.01.2
Approved Summarized Meeting Minutes for January 23, 2001

S.A.6.1.01.3

Full-time
Part-time

Peifonnance Gaps: In New Mexico, 35% of white 18- {O 24-,-ear-old.s
ha',\:! a bachelor's degree. compared to Cf/o for all other r:ices. ·

'

36.069

51.574

Enrollment Status of Students

Adults demonstrating high-level
literacy skills:
quantitative
prose
document

I

Public 4-year
?ublic 2-year
Private 4-year
Private 2-year

93%

ADULT SKILL LEVELS (20%)

.;i

2000-2001 FACULTY SENATE ACTIONS
MEETING #6, FEBRUARY 27, 2001

3

Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional

Of those who itemize on federal income

Gross state product

6
21
14

Students Enrolled by Institution Type

Increase in total personal income
as a result of the percentage of the
population holding a bachelor's degree

Population~

::>ublic 4-year
Public 2-year
Private 4-year
Private 2-year

55.841
52.719

Approved posthumous degree for Jeff Revels

51%
49%

Net Migration of Students

S.A.6.1.01.4

Positive numbers tor net miqranon mean
that more students are entennq tllan
leaving tne state to attend college. Negauve
numbers reveal the reverse. (1996)

Approved Additional Faculty Appointments to 2000-2001 Committees
-533

Average Tuition

S.A.6.1.01.5

Approved Forms C and Form D from Curricula Committee: revision BS for major &
minor Nutrition/Dietetics; revision of BSME major, Mechanical Engineering; revision BS ,
Medical Laboratory Sciences; revision of BS, Computer Science; revision of MBA,
Anderson Schools; revision of concentration BBA Marketing Management, Anderson
Schools; revision of concentration, BBA Production & Operations Management,
Anderson Schools; new program emphasis, String Pedagogy Program under Bachelor

_

Public 4-year institutions
Public 2-year institutions
Private 4-year institutions

52,073
S668
SS.943

Stale and Local Appropriations for Higher Education
Per S1 ,000 of personal income. FY 1999
Per capita, FY 1999
% change, FY 1990-1999, in constant dollars

S17
S324

84¾

of Music; new minor, MA Communication .

.vo11s: Unl1ss orn,,.,,s, ,naicacld. IJJ/1 ,,. rrom 1991-9'. P,runc,q,s m,qnr nor ,aa
co 100 au, co rounamq.

Public Satisfaction/Employer Satisfaction
Pen:ent of State Residents Who Say:

New Mexico

u. S.

The state's public high schools do an
excellent or good job prepannq stuoents
tor college. (Preparation)

321/,

43%

There are many Qualified people who don't
have tile opportunity to go to college in
the state. (Participation)

49%

The pnc~ of colleqe is out at reacn ,n
the state. (Affordability)

24¾

24%

Too many colleqe students in the state are
dropping out or taking too long to finish.
(Completion)

-18%

34%

Colleqes contribute a lot to making
their part of the state a better place to
live and work. (Benefits)

39o/,

40%

A typical colleqe graduate from tne state
has high levels of skills and knowle<lqe
(LeaminQ)
·

36o/,

38%

New Mexico

u. S.

n/a

46¾

Employer Salislaction:
Percent at employers who are sansfied
w,tn how colleqes and universmes ,n tlleir
sta te are wepanng students for work.
(Benefits)

Ethnic Oistributio
~
ISlltt i.tl'I'

52¾

tsllftllll
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